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ALRUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO,

VOLUME 20

THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR JOHN D.

GRAND EXCURSION DAY FOR

ELKS

MDJHER

F1UDAY EVENING. JULY 20, 190G.

NUMBER 176

CZAR NICHOLAS HOLDS WHIP

VISITORS

HANDLE OVER

tains and the Great Continental

Parliament-Soldie-

ARE AWARDED

THROUGH

TO THE VICTORS

DMA

MAKES CHANGES

IN ITS ADDRESS

n

Denver, July 20. This was "excur- serve two years. As the older mem
sion day.'' on the program of the Elks bers die or drop out the body will
aanuai reunion, and having enjoyed graduallv become representative.
The grand lodge went on record emfjur days of laearrymaking iA Denver
aith never an "df moment, thousands phatically against auxiliary bodies of
rfpaohoH tkomoptvpn t1-- 4 any kind and against insurance featif
iay by trips to the mountain resorts. ures In this connection.
More rapid progress was made yesAs many 'knights of the antlers" as
could be handled went on the "fflelal terday on the constitution and by
excursion" over the Moffat road to 5:30 p. m. every clause had been conthe continental divide, being desirous sidered and debated. At that hour
of visiting the snow banks from which the balloting began. A count of the
came the snow with which they were votes showed that the constitution
had been adopted by a large majority.
pelted in the parade yesterday.
Announcement was made today of It Is U complete change of the organic
the awards In the broncho busting law of the order. It now goes back
contest which has been a feature of to the suliordinate lodges for approval,
the reunion. The first prize of $300 land If they vote to adopt it, 'becomes
goes to Clayton Danks of Cheyenne, the law after the next convention
The particular point that caused the
ths second to Sam Scoville and the
most debate was in regard to the Ju- third to Peter Brum.,
The B. P. O. B. grand lodge today uiciai teature or tne proposed reor
installed the new officers, headed by ganizatlon. It provides that, a sort of
Orand Exalted Ruler Henry A. Mel-vi- court shall be named, consisting of
of Oakland, Calif. A new ritual five members appointed by the grand
as well as a new constitution whs f- exalted ruler, to I.e known as the
grand forum. This is the court of
inally adopted.
An effort was made on Wednesday last resort, to which appeal may be
t.) have a constitutional
on vent Ion taken. After considerable discussion,
called for this fall, but this was voted It was agreed that the grand lodze
down and the convention decided to may have the pardoning power. Just
adopt a new constitution at this ses- - as a governor or the president has.
The board of governors of the na- sion.
By the time adjournment was taken tional ihome was abolished, and the
for that day twenty provisions had management of the home was vested
of trustees and the grand
been adopted. The new constitution in the
seeks to build up the order on the lodge officers.'
State associations are recognized
lines of an executive, legislative and
judicial body, and to decrease, the size only as social organizations, and have
of the grand lodge, making It. a strictly no powers of legislation binding on
representative body. The plan is this": the order.
The new ritual, which is said to
No one wil! be legislated out, but
H
he grand lodge members remain have cost the order $1,000 for the
unless they drop out of the order. Fail-- j w.:rl; put upon it by the committee,
ure to attend the annual meeting of' is .also, said to be altogether unlike
the graud lodge for four consecutive "the present ritival. The razsle dazzle
years will cost the delinquent his lire of the present work, so It: is said, has
membership.
Elected delegates will been entirely eliminated.

St. Petersburg. July 12. Extreme
excitement pervades all classes of
people here, owing to a fear ttajat the
action cf the lower house of parliament In .adopting at 2 o'clock this
morning an address to the people,
may be a signal for a coup d'etat
against parliament. A rumor has been
published, that an Imperial ukase, ordering a dissolution of iparllament,
that Ruge Waddell it not the least bit of a spendthrift, but rtaa salted has already been signed. The feeling
of general alarm is increased by the
oil properties. Now that Rubs is out of the' game with his injured hand,
fact that all night long, regiments of
other oil king, Mr. Rockefeller, some caluible pointers on how to be happy, guards have been marching Into the
city from the camp at Krasnoye-Selo- .
The Question now Is, how a change In
form of the address, as Anally adopted,, will
ffeet
the situation. UnMILLIONAIRE HARTJE
doubtedly. the constitution! demoJOHN E. GRIFFITH ON
crats endeavored to amend the address so as to make tt avoid the ap
SOCORRO EARTHQUAKES
APPEARS BADLY III pearance of parliament entering upon
a revolutionary role.

It ha become known recently
away much money in Pennsylvania
he might take a day off and give that
though rich.

SECRETARY MORLEY
MAKES STRONG PLEA

In Behalf of India and Against; Stands Ready to Prove
ports Sent Out Are False
Duties For

Great Britain.
EXTENDED

REPRESENTATION LITTLE
!

London. July 20. In introducing the!
Indian budget to the house of commons today Indian Secretary Morley
sounded a warning note on the necessity of excluding India from the field
of party politics, saying that any false
step in India would send upon Great
Britain confusion infinitely more dire
and disastrous than any false step in
South Africa.
"India's case in the free trade con-- j
troversy," he Baid, "can be put in a
nutshell. Her prosperity and comfort,!
the growth of her trade and com- merce, the entire solvency of India,'
hang upon her exports. The United
Kingdom takes 25 per cent of her exports, while Europe and the Far East
take 75 per cen. Thus, when the
people of Great Britain asked India
for preferential duties, they were asking her to discriminate against three-fourtof her customers."
Morley considered the time ripe for
an advance in the Improvement of the
system of government for India. With
this object In view the viceroy is appointing a commission to confer as to
how far the extension of the representative element In the legislative
council can be expediently carried out.

Lime Light of Divorce Court
on the Thirteenth Day
of the Trial.

and Malicious.

,

i

b.-a-rd

DAMAGE

DETECTIVE

RESULTED

RAY TESTIFIES

n tututitttrtti

Pittsburg, July 20. Ventilation of
the negro coachman (Hooe) episode
To The Evening Citizen.
was renewed today when court open
Socorro. N. M., July 19. Ag so
many stories ithat are either rl- - ' ed for the thirteenth day in the Hartje
diculous or malicious, have been 4 divorce trial. The respondent, Mrs,
wag called to the
recently circulated In regard to " Mary Scott-Hartj- e,
stand to deny that she had been Intiearthquakes, lava, flows, floods,
mate with Hooe. Her denial wag com
etc., in and around Socorro for
plete and her eyes blazed aa she
the past two week a; n these re.
scornfully asserted that the deposl
pons have beeu circulated in
part by those who now live liere, i tion made by Hooe was maliciously
false. Mrs. Hartje said she was pres
or by those who claimed Socorro
ent when Hooe'8 deposition was taken.
as their home until m few days
Attorneys for her husband reserved
ago, and as these published re- the right to
her later
ports cause absent friends cf our
Then Edgar Ray, the detective who
people to become unduly alarmed,
I, as one of the residents of So- - f arrqsted Hooe at East Liverpool, O.,
corro, who bave been here every lr was placed on the stand, and it was
realized that all bars were down In
hour since the quakes Btarted,
wish to positively state and offer ' the case and the libelant will be com
'
pelled to go tt rough with his original
to prove:
accusations.
That there have been not
Detective Ray testified regarding
only no cloudbursts and floods,
the second statement by Hooe, In
but not even a sulhcieut amount
which .he recalled the charges made
t of rain to lay the dust r
by him against Mrs. Hartje in his first
'i three weeks past, until at least
'
forty-eigh- t
Ray denied that any In(hours after the laet
j statement.
' interview that I noticed, and then jducement, was offered Hooe to make
4 not more than
of ' a retraction.
inch; that no lava, fire, smoke "
t4 an
nor not water is coming from
'i the ground within 100 miles of
FOUL AND SICKENING
here; tuat neither the depot, the
telephone
exchange
building,
the
EL PASO!:
SOME
oiurt ihouse, the school buildings,
4 the postoftice. nor any other
uuiidin; in the city has col9
4
if 4
4
DREAMING
LURID
lapsed, and that no one has been
killed or Injured.
Iast night The Evening Citizen sent a staff representative to
It is true that there have been
to personally inspect damage done by the recent earthquake
Phoenix. Ariz., July 20. Dispatches
a few
that a few
shocks. nd to report, briefly, by wire today, following hi investifrom southern Arizona, sent by Ran
El Paso, Texas, July 20. Rarael
damaged chimneys have par
gations in a more extended article on his return to the city. At
gers Brooks and Wheeler announce
Ysabel, governor of Sonora, Mexico,
tially fallen; that there toave been If
1:45 o'clock this afternoon. The Evening Citizen received the folpassed through EH Paso today, en
cracks In walls, and a few adohea " the capture by them of Quljado, who
lowing telegram irom its special representative:
rcute to Mexico City to consult with
have tumbled from the walls;
It is alleged on Tuesday night, com
President
Diaz and prepare for a
that some half dozen men have
REPORTS ARE GROSSLY EXAGGERATED.
mitted a most heinous murder In
threatened uprising in that county on
left because of the excitement,
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Agua
Prieta, Mexico, a few yards
September
19.
M-chilpresident
has
The
few
women
e
.
I
and
and that
July 20. Arrived early this morning, an. have
Socorr;, N.
south of the international boundary
Sf
governors
called
now
town,
all
of
are
Into
conference.
out
but
dren
made personal inspection of every house in town, and find the damline at Douglas. Quljado, it Is claimed
The uprising, to which reference Is 4 most t f the latter because of pre 4 cut tne throat of his wife's father,
age from earthquake to be very slight. The worse .jamaged buildIn
made
dispatch,
is
'4
a
arranged
Paso
the
El
ings are the court house and Abran Abeyta's
vacations.
residence, with two
Marceline Urii.e, while he lay In bed
propose
Respectfully yours,
4 and i'len disembowled him. Mrs
demonstration against for- 4
chimntys off the former and two windows out of the lar.er. Some
e
eigners
Independ-eneon
day
4
JOHN
the
GRIFFITH.
tl.
of
the
cracks were discovered in some of the older adobe buildings.
Quljado who was In the same room
V '4 4 4 4' 4
fiesta in file various state cap) did
The buildings on Manzanares avenue, reported as being the
not awaken, and knew nothing of
itals.
originated
The
with
movement
worst damaged, suffered only a few cracks and broken win. lows.
the crime until morning. Quljado
League
Railway
Emthe
Mexican
Mayor Biirsum says that the increase in the water supply from
cf
worked at the Douglas smelter for
ployes, nd the purpose Is to drive out
the hrt springs was occasioned by himself, in an attempt to double
three years. The motive for the crime
GETTING
FOR
READY
THE
country
English
ef
the
all
Americans,
the capacity of ti e city's water supply.
was not known.
and others who hold positions on railIt is true that probably 2oo shocks have l eett U i' .
July
roads
2, but only three quakes of any important
and at smelters and mines. The
othr.ccurr.M
ALL THE MONEY MUST
government has been niakiug preparaits ueing very Might.
GO BACK TO TREASURY.
FALL
CAMPAIGNS
'I he
to
tions
control the situation and
Winiiler hotel was not damaged.
n. f., Juy 20. Today
Washington,
pr.
nipt
Many people w. r iv(h)ii.-,measure's will be taken, it is
to be slet pin in
j;i
is tin- - last day of graco for the return
said, to quell any disorders that, may
count showed this numb"- - to be twelve.
the I'nite.l States Treasury de- The grossly exaggerated reports sent out from S.tr. . i and El
'
Wushlngtou, I). C, Ju'y 20 The r"- - partnient of tho call loans which the
l!su, several 'hundred miles away, are canards, pure at. - pie
publican congressional cainpaimi cmi- - government made to various banks
jCORTELYOU'S VACATION
n.ittee is preparing lor the opening cf throughout the country last March to
IN NOVA SCOTIA.
GETTING DOWN TO TRUE FACTS
the congressional campaign in the va- - relieve the stringency ot the money
Special to The Ev.ninz Citizen.'
Il ilifax. July in. George H. Cortel-- j l ions Mates and
onressiomil cam- - market. The whole loan placed by
Socorro, X. M., July :,).,
you. postmaster general of the I'nlted pai.mi headquarter
p. in
t w elve
There ar.j u
o e:
will
be opene.l to- - the in usury department was $1,001),- tents in tne city, ar.d the few inhabhanis who ief- - ar ret ruing by
siattn, is liere on a vacation trip. lie (i;iy in New York and many oilier fit - hoh.
throughout the coun- evtry train, l i;e people nosiuvelv urn noi ti itir..!i..,i
Mated, when interrogated, that
he ien through out the country. The re- - tty. .scattered
Ti,ro low
Whin placed with the banks, for
probably, been ion shocks since July 2, hut oiilv two of them have
.lid not wish ;o express any opinion cord or the first session of the Fifty- - winch municipal
and other first (lass
been reckoned as real tarthquakes. the foice of the shock, not being
t
on the (ucsU n of a
letter ninth congress will be used as a cam- - st entities were accepted
at the time
sarong
' ra e. Pet ween
to thr w down dead wail.-- Ief; i,N re. enI
states
the
tilled
and
fires
The
paipn document during the campaign as collateral, It was with the underKngland. but stated that he thought lies fall.
streets are pcrf.ctly dry. an. I nor. a single cion.l'.nr,' has occurred
tin- -- that the government
would
t r years.
it unlikely tha' such an arrangement
"Tho session just closed was one of recall the loans about July 10. To
could bo effect 'Hi.
4
4
the nn,t notable
the adoption avoid embarrassment to the l.:itikn
of the constitution." said Hepresenta- - however, Secretary Shaw allowed the
ROCKEFELLER FAMILY
live James A. Tawney of Minnesota, hanks ten .days' grace. Nearly rill the
TO SAIL FOR NEW YORK, chairman of the House committee on loans are reported to have been
1).
John
Rockefeller annronriution
and vice rhiiirninn r,f (nrne.l lnrim ttip .it f..u.- ,i...TWO ARE ARRESTED FOR DEAD FATHER AND SOU UH sail ..illy
for N- w York this evening on the republican campaign committee.
jtlie Hamburg Ann rican litie steamer, "A vast u mount of important legislaMILL TONIGHT
accompanied by the mem-- . tion wiis enacted, and congress rej America,
INTERESTS SPORTS
H
hers ot bis fa nily.
declined to sponded to nearly every popular deSTOLEN JEWELRY
Seattle. Wash., July 20. The twenty-roiltsi tiss annoui cements k f the the le- - mand mail ' upon it. I see nothing in und
battle between Joe Cans
a train st him which the t ri sent situation that would Jus-lil- and Dave Holly, the two great
gal proceeding
colored
hi'are awaiting
arrival in the I'nitod
ev n u doubt that the republicans pugilists, which in to come off here
Six-tihou.-Slates.
T.:
will
In
not.
evening,
New YoiK. Ju'.y
the
control
has
(attracted
the
tills
t'heyeime, Wyn., Ju'y a
larce
Th 11)1 b congress."
number of spor' lovers from all parts
in
i li.a.lr by til- - im'..iV
have
iy of finding two
wagon. BOARD OF TRADE
Il is generally uti.lerstrxnl
country
the
city
of
that
io
this
promisand
f
tifi ti.m with the rob1 r
pi.tii'ur I Will; ,u!er t;,,.s ailll blo.j.l
FEASTS NEW YORKER
to the plhim of ihe campaign es to be one of the most Important
worth
HiriMMiLhiim. Ala.. .Inly "K The aniro::. Mis. HaU-- y stained, With the nur, ' e.l luvliea . '
cc i.i.iitiee the coming campaign will iuu
v events seen here for a long
The nun will
fight
forwin, waii h was r- ":''--- l to tho
b an ami boy. has bo.;, partly clear- - imal 1. uiqui t of 'h" board of trade of be tine of argument and statistics. i i.i.i.
at
liitl
his city. vh c!i will take place
Among the iiiom iiupottunt campaign pot
at the ring Rid,
fighters
l;,,t,
;.i:tt.uTi.'
A'fred
by tile letl'lfll a'.ion ,,f ill., victim
last
.evening, promise- - i,( be a memorable orators this fall ui'.l I"' Speiker Can- are :ai l to b, in the very pink of conKiim, a tioukmaker.
i. into as Archi.
,,
Irvi :;e of
Okla.. and .nffair owing to tie fact that Wi'bun not!, Secniary Sim a. Secretary Taft. dition and a lively mill is expected.
.iy today on sus.;- i. u of l.n j
soli. Th v were leativ
..
.v.. ,i;..t..i,..
ot' ( 'hevennO
t....
Vice I'resbb nl Fairbanks.
Senator Car s - hligli'ly the favorite and is
tV.
t!mOf
'"Mi. ry. A
";
m of New York, will bo the guest of hon- - IN
uu
iiieiu
in
r"
veride. Kepre.--f ma' ive H:ll of V
ie
youi:.;' woman wearing r iv.
cf.ii!e:e:.t that lie will be able to knock
(i.n-- .
oair
Snor.ly
before t''e,or of the evening .nil will deliver the
and Iteprt entnt.i , I'avne. our his opponent. Should he defeat
av.i ghiu
h
Ki
her nan..T
l i,ny' re" j principal a.l lnss.
It is expected that of New York
. .
Holly. Cans
.
V
i'l go east to fight a
i
Mc!ea: i alo ce'a.r. i .1. !. ' hope
uuiniciiial r to'-- a u purity ot p.. t ics
of e.s'crn hovers. He hopes
Lumber
Hint she i i ii "hrijn
:i the
:...
...
n.urier
t
e "'.',
' i.e.
'Olllillie.i
ri
St I.
Mo J a.
i f
his
Wool mar- - to be ;,,: t. arrange a match wi'h
tfl I.
lllS!er
si. a. and
liria.

EARTHQUAKE

FEAR

Russia Has No Official Information of Austro-GermaAgree
ment to Intervene in the Russian Revolution
If That Country Needs Aid.

New Ritual and New Constitution Adopted Which Radically
Change Character and Methods of the Order
as Heretofore Known.

SOCORRO

For Purpose

rs

Gather in St. Petersburg

Divide to Eager Visitors.
BUSTING PRIZES

IN THE

Latter's Fear That He May Dissolve the

Denver Shows Off Her Adjacent Moun-

BRONCO

DOM

OAS

BEEN GROSSLY EXAGGERATED

A Staff Correspondent From The Even-

ing Citizen Now at Socorro Mak-

ing Personal Investigation,

Still, tht Douma Talk Plainly.
St. Petersburg, July 20. At Taurtde
palace today a pessimistic feeling wag
prevalent, .but the leaders generally
did not believe that the government
would dare attempt a dissolution of
parliament.
At the opening of the
lower house the question of the publication of the address to the country, which President iMoroumtteft last

cross-exami-

"

t

f--

t

U

IRE

t

o

earth-quiver-

f
t

(

HU

EXPLAINS HER
KNOWLEDGE OF INTERVENTION.
London, July 20. Russia today explained her information regarding the
possibility of Austro-Germaintervention in Russia in the event the revolution was not official, but was based
on articles on the subject, published
In the foreign press.
RUSSIA

A

I

ELEOBED

CAUDATE. AFTER

Republican Nomination For Presidency.
Having Decided For That in Prefer-- .
ence to the Supreme Bench.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, July 20. It is
about time to lay aside any doubt as
to the presidential candidacy of William H. Taft. He will be a candidate.
This U as certain as It Is necessary to

court, and left the secretary
.o
wrestle with the problem.
President Rooseveit has always believed that Mr. Taft would be the best
and meal available man to lead the
republican party in 108. At the same
be.
time he considered him a fine man for
There la a possibility that some- the Bupreme court. He saw, however,
thing may happen between now and that a definite choice must be made
1908 to cause Mr. Taft to change his between the two, long oeiore the presmind. There are always such possi- idential nomination should be due.
bilities in politics. But in so far as As to tnls choice, he felt that Air. Taft
It rests with him to decide, he has must act on his own responsibility.
Now tne die has ben cast.
made the cli. lce. He has turned his
back on the seat In the supreme court
The next question will 'be as to what
and will shape his course for the is tio happen in Ohio. The national
White House.
republican leaders will groom Taft as
Some day before long nobody can the opponent of the democratic can-tell Just how long, there is likely tojdldate probably William J. Bryan,
be a letter given out from President But the Ohio politicians the men who
Roosevelt, expressing his personal control the republican state machine -of are not favorable to Taft. It Is an
opinion as to the qualifications
William H. Taft for the high office open secret that Senators Foraker and
Dick are opposed to Taft's nomina- which Roosevelt now holds.
From this letter it Is likely to ap- - tlon and win try to keep aim from
pear that itoosevelt considers Taft securing the backing of tue Ohio del-- t
he finest kind of presidential timber. egatlon in the national convention.
The man who receives the letter will; WW they succeed? Will it make
Ie advised to vote and work for any difference il they do? Cleveland
was nominated without the backing
Taft.
Presidtnt Rf;sevelt has not urged lor his state delegation, and It Is said
Secretary Tail to get Into the presl-.tha- t
Taft might be all the more
running. He offered him the lur with the people of ether states for
position as successor to Mr. Justice being opposed by the railroad and cor.
Brown on the United States supreme poratlon politicians of his
state.
popu-dentl-

on

-

ha-v-

ROSENBERG IS RELEASED! A GRAND GATHERING
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Silver Hay, N. Y., July L b Tho
secretaries of the leading Missionary
bourds of tho United States and Canada, prominent clergymen of various
denominations, distinguished returned
missionaries from nearly all of tho
various mission fields, 'wei: known
speakers on missionary aud devotlon-- ,
al themes, and a number of expert
New Y'ork. July 20. There threatens to be a scarcity of lithographs leaders of mission and Dibie study
next full. Lithographers all oer the classes are assembled here to attend
count rv. about 15.000 In number, waut the conference for Leaders In Young
work, which opened hre
their work day shortened from nine People's
day under the auspices of the Young
hours to eight. Their commit i
word to Secretary A. Hever'y Smith, peoples Missionary Movement.
ine purpose of this conference is to
of the National Lithographers' league,
missionary
In
secretir.es
yesterday, that if the demaiL was not.''"""'"
of young people's work and
ranteti juty -- 'i mey wouni v. .lk out. charge
young people's organization, t assist
each other by exchanging mutual exMEMORIAL MASS IN
HONOR OF POPE LEO. periences and to plan missionary work
ing the for the ensuing year. The conference
Home. July 2o. Today
also intended a a training school
anniversary of the death of Pipe Leo is
XIII., a solemn un ni ii ial ioa-- s was for leaders in tho work of local
and Sabbath schools. Tho
celebrated at St. Peter .s this morning, churches
at which the Pope and n nt:!uber o( conference will List ti: dav live
Nearly
officiated.
cardinals
DOVE OF PEACE
thousand persons, Including diplomatic
HOVER 3 OVER GUATEMALA.
of
representatives, high dignitaries
Ciidtt'timU Cry, JuU. t Delayed
the church and slate and a large numterriThe in TransmlsM. n.i ijtiati-n'.a'.ber fif totirUts, were present.
Pope I.IosmmI the catal.iiH and said tory is now fro frui; luvaiors. The
i eiu'e-.-- r
lea,-,s
;:i
i
l'a work
i
a shurt prayer for Leo XIII.

Altona, Prussia, July 20. Ab x. Rosenberg, formerly of Seattle, Wash.,
who was arrested here July 3 on a
charge of being engaged In un anarchist conspiracy, has been released.
There remains In the minds of the
authorities no suspicion again t him.

nt
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Spelter.

.
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HEAP OF
SMOLDERING RUINS.
Samara, rtussla, July 20. The latest news from Syzran is that that
city U a heap of ruins. Hundreds ot
people lost their lives in the flames,
and several men suspected of incendiarism were lynched. Food for the
starving Inhabitants is being sent out.
SYZRAN

SECRETARY TAFT IS A FULL

t

t

night decided had not been carried,
owing to no quorum being present,
was allowed to go over until Monday. The house adopted a resolution
on the b.alystok massacre, demanding the prosecution f all military
and police officials Involved. Irrespective of rank. The resolution concludes with aa expression of distrust
of the ministry and a demand for Its
resignation. The government la held
responsible 'by a resolution for secret
propaganda, inciting clasg against
class.

S'.

!

.Inly

ii. Speller neady.

New York, J i. v
copper d'lii, $10')
I

--

Leii,

$'

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.
plantain being readily distinguished.
blossoms beside the
The
THE EVENING CITIZEN orange:coffeethfi tree
lime and the cocoa mingle- their
shade In the mhu patln.
rkiibed Dally as. Weekly by
The chief product, however. Is the
Tbc Citizen Publishing Company cocoanut. It requires rn labor I on the,
doubt.
p;rt of the people, otherwise
at reetofrl r for tntnemliwtrm Uitoucb Qt It would he a product at nil. for a lamatter.
claaa
errond
aa
aieile
zier lot of rascals never lived under a
smiling heaven.
There Is ni place for ihe ol, t in
habitant, whose hobby Is recalling the
weather of the past. Here the v flier does not vary twenty degrees In a
whole year, and the temperature is
Official Paper of IWnalillo County that of May morning. Ask the thick
lipped Carili about the weather and
and City of Albuquerque.
he replies "E los mismos lodos los
JUeetavM frMi AftmMit Dipilr.
dies" i It Is the same always ! There
Ur(ert City anr Canity Cirtutitloa,
is something narcotic in the air. When
Tk larrnt Nw Mwko ClrtnlallM.
It to the full yon feel like
Nonsm Hnl Circulttlee. you breath
declaring No more winter for you.
its catarrh, Its grip, Its eougns,
TIRM9 or SUBSCRIPTION: $5.00 withcolds,
and its coffins. Half of our
its
natlr br mail, tme Ter in Uiiim..
.M
r
month .....
life in the north spent in trying
fair by mail.
one
mail,
br
Wwrlf
to keep a full bin of coal withoiii
Into bankruptcy, and Ihe other
Dairy by Carrier, 60c per month going
halt, when viewed from tms price,
Tmu Even mo CmtM will be delhrenrf In trie seems equally unattractive.
My at Om low rat of 20 cwtt prr week, or for M
raita per month. k r wi monthly.
Land of the Manyana.
Adtertlslng Rates Kade Known on Appllcatioa
Now, in this climate, you are cono. fident. hat you would, piit In a litlle
aeaarrlrwre wilt eenfer
few kof iiotifrm
the pPT.
more time in sleiping-- a trifle less in
any
aaimediatelr
eating, and the biggest part of two- AH tottm and remittance ahould be eoMrraaad to
larmfta,
Tmu CmUM Pusi.lf hino CoMrANT.
of tbe balance in enjoying a few
thirds
rheeka. noetonVe and expreaa money ardare of
the many blessings scattered
uait ba Biade payable to Uie order of the
around you. Your enjoyment would
not he marred in the least by the fact
uai tniPHOli
you do not have to work, to proColorado I ! that
Automatic 183
No stubborn
cure these blessings.
soil to till, no sowing or reaping. You
Just get some one to pick your fruit
for you while you try and find time to
A
eat. Oh. 1 shall never be able to describe to you the delicious languor
which steals over nie at noon each
day. The roseate atmosphere oT the
opium eater's dream seems to envelope you and yon fall back in your
hammock swinging under the palms,
lasily contemplating the graceful rings
ascending from you cigar. Then with
eyes half closed, the hum of droning
Insects in your ear yon lay your plans
Where Life Is Luxury
for tomorrow, and mind you, always
You left the land of
for tomorrow.
Now, with Its turbulent strife. Its fret
With
Living a
and toll, and this is Tomorrow land.
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Straw Hat Bleach

NEW; DOESN'T Tl'KN

yi

THE

ra

l

SOLD ONLY BY THE

nue, at the Ell'e cafe.
Automatic, 37!t; Colorado.

Both 'Phones.

$6

Painlesa Extracting

ALL

WORK

50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

Witti Ample

GUAR-

-

and

Joy

iago, ILL
W A NTED

GPn tie ni' n ' s second hand
clothing. No. S15 South First street,
south of Viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Saleswoman, young ; mus.;
be experienced and able to speak
Spanish. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable, need apply. Write and send references immediately, to the John Becker company, Belen, N. M.

Means and Unsurpassed

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. W., Washington, D. C.
copyrights,
lands, patents,
letter patents, trade murks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper AccotumodatU
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Or FlCERS AND DIRECTORS
ficlomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst, Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrjdge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

F street

4

SANTA

FE RY.

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.
Albuquer
National

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
......

...
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Plan for Monte Carlo..
B. F. COPP.'
The plan Is to lease the Island from
eUCQOHRQUB, N. M.
E. W. Dobson.
Honduras, drive out the squatters. ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crommil
expenditure
of
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
and Ihen, by the
FOR RENT.
HAPPY LAND OF TOMORROW lions, make this the American Monte
nau
headache,
Constipation
causes
DENTISTS.
course,
thereis little said
Carlo. Of
.
suldeat
JOSHUA B. RATNOtaOel
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-W.
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M. W. FIXXTRNOY
modern.
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..Tloe
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some
money,
and
but Honduras needs
v
211
By Lronard McFall.
West
broker,
.
.
real
estate
FRANK MeKJSD
.Cashier
Dental Surgeon.
the bowels and don't cure.
Ae
years ago made proposals looking to weaken Regulets
R, A. FROST
Gold avenne.
Rollins 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Aeeietaat Castiler
Special Correspondence.
act gently and cure
Doan's
peolottery
scheme,
a
to
the
such
Just
company.
Dry
Golden
Ihe
.
Goods
Ruie
Director
H. r. BATMOUM
your FOR RENT OR LEASE Two fur25 cents.
Ask
Puerto Cortes. Honduras, July 10.
ple.
would make one of the constipation.
They Bay down here nie ghost, of most Bonacca
nished rooms, modern; young mar- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
In the druggists.
resorts
attractive
winter
mail.
Al-so
ried couple preferred.
other
V. b. BSTOgrroatT.
the Louisiana lottery Is going to rise, world. It Is reached by a short voy
i 1721 JJS
A Washington clerk who was late
cheaper rooms for light housekeepand that a new Monte Carlo is going age from New York, and Its charms
D. D. S.
Alger,
Edmund
J.
.
27
years
dead.
is
only
once
in
ing. 517 South Broadway. Mrs. H.
to be erected on the Island of Bunac-a- once known it would become very to work
M)6 Railroad Avenue
v
AtJtaortaed Oapttal
rrt a a fftftetOtenM
You can see the foliv of no' being
E. Rutherford.
That story sounded so Interesting popular.
Up
$26O,Oo0.
Surplus
Capita,
Paid
Proftta
aad
J
that I determined to visit the place, Viewed as 1t is today, an emerald ate.
FOR RENT 9 room brick bouse, Office will be closed until
and engaged a Carib sloop to take gem In an opalescent sea. It is difficult
South
conveniences.
modern
5i7
JULY 23rd
DepoaKory far Atchison, Topeka A Saata Fe Railway Compaay
NOTICE.
me over. Bonacca is one of the bay to conjure up a modern civilization
Second street.
Notice is berebv given that the. final
Islands and lies in latitude 16 degrees here; ta believe that the strains of
room. In
PHYSICIANS.
eport of the executors of the estate FOR RENT Furnished
28 minutes north, and longitude 85
quire at No. 230 North Walter street
Rossa or the thrilling sing of of 'uoliert Hauschild, deceased, has
degrees 55 minutes west. On the map aBanda
R. L. HUST.
DR.
ne Patti will replace the piping hem made to the probate court for FOR REN T Newly furnished rooms,
It resembles a hand, the Index finger cues
Office, ,
N. T. Armijo Bldq.
.'.om the white faced monkeys Bernalillo county. New Mexico, and
Minneapolis
or
house,
at
witi
the
pointing to the northeast. It Is nine springing from tree top to tree top
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treated with
per
hon.sekee'plng.
week
$1
in
petition
filed
said
without
has been
and a half miles long by five" miles Y'et it is not Impossible that where that a
Electrical
Current and
up,
M.
final
N.
Aiuuquerqiie,
court
and
for the approval of said
wide, and on account of its elevation now gleam the flickering light of a
Germicide. Treatments given each
discharge
report and for the
of the
RE., i" Large, cool rooms for day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
H Is visible for many miles at sea.
2
Iplteh pine torch the shadows of nignt said executors and tbeir bondsmen, FOR
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
light housekeeping; rent reasona- nurse in attendance.
Our approach In a small sloop was will he dispelled
Bofh 'phones.
by myriads or elec and that the time of wearing said
100 000.00 Q
CAPITAL
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
from the south side, and we anchored tric lights; the mud hovels will give
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
petition has
final report and said
20,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
In a lovely little bay. In about eight way to stately palaces,
the naked been set by the said court for the
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
FOR SALE.
fathoms of water. The water was won. wretch who now residesand
within
these
Throat.
and
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THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
lerfully transparent, and everything vales of emerald loveliness, his mind 6th day of August, A. D. 10G, at
FOR SAi.E O. K. washing machine.
Oecullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
cart,
ion the bottom was distinctly visible. still clouded with the superstitions o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
English
$7.50;
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
hand
mail
Office,
lines.
Railcoast
313fe
West
at the Bernalillo county court house,
All forms of sea life were numerous, of
geared. $4.50; Eureka steel range. road avenne.
business growth of this bank since its organization:
ages, will vanish before at which . me and place any person
the
dark
and particularly several varieties of the advent of the enlightenment and
$15. 212 South High street.
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first day
Hours: 9 to 12 a. tn. and 1:30 to 5
interested In said estate may appear
medusae. Medusae, I found to my beauty
19,173.00
And and oppose said final report and said FOR SALE new, three-rooDeposits at the end of the first werk
century.
the
twentieth
house, p. m.
of
cost, are much nicer to look at than to woman, lovely woman, in diamonds
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Deposits at the end of the first month
per
In Highlands; payments, $12
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bandle. I discovered this fact immedUNDERTAKER.
92,750.13
Deposits ai the end of the first six months
montn. Address, "Highlands," Citilaces and other things, will re
OTTO DIECKMANN.
iately upon taking one of these opaline and
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first year
zen office.
place the sad eyed woman upon whose
NORMAN U KEMMERER,
Auto, "phone, 316.
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beauties out. of the water. A nettle uncovered
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experienced.
434,502.31
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Deposits June 18, 1906
Slaughter of Thousand.
Twelfth street.
"From where we landed the shore' asand White Hearse, $5.
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O. N. MARRON, Pres.
ARCHITECTS.
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bigh bill covered with every kind of ing I witnessed a Arrange sJght; i HOUSE Department of tbe Interior,
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
0 WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
into office of Indian affairs, Washington,
501 North First street.
tropical foliage. The beach as far as school of Spanish mackeral came they
F. W. Silencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
D. C. June 27, 1906. Sealed proposals,
we could see seemed one continuous the harbor. So numerous were
A handsome Hardman
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for
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at
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and
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Life Is Leosure and Joy.
fish, and other denizens of Ihe
MINES AND MINING.
fice for particulars.
We proceeded to ascend the hill, Out of the heavens the great birds sary materials and labor requfred to
AMERICAN
wareDE FOREST WIRELESS
complete
a
construct
brick
and
about 500 feet In elevation, passing would drop like a shot, striking the house
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AND
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00
with freight elevator and electhrough a maze of tropical luxuriance. water with a resounding splash, and
AU, MINING STOCKS
On the summit the view was enchant -- the hiss of ihe shark's dorsal fin as tric light, at the Albuquerque school, Department of the interior. United
DEALT IN BY
Ingly beautiful, ranges of hills, one he cut the water like a knife was New Mexico, In strict accordance with
States Land fflce, Santa Fe, New FRED. J. STEIN
BERG ER, 37 Bank
and instructions
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
above the other inclosing charming heard everywhere. The slaughter con plans, specifications,may
to bidders, which
Block.
be examined
is hereoy given that the fol
and delightful valleys and savannas tlnued for an hour, until the silly at
Notice
this office, the offices of The Citi lowing named claimant has filed no- Denver
Colorado.
met the eye on every hand. The foli- mackerel retired to the depths.
My native servant, a boy c' twelve, zen, Albuquerque, New Mexico; the tice of his intention to make final
age seemed equally rich everywhere.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
DON'T PAY RENT
Here and there were little plantations, volunteered to bring nie an eagle, and New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mexico proof in support of his claim under
Republican, Denver, Colo.;
16 and 17 of the act of. Marcn
sections
K.
D.
tbe light green of the banana and 1 was much Interested in his pro 'he
Maddison.
Tho.
ceedings. He brought forth a small Arizona Gazette. Phoenix, Ariz.; the 3, 1891, (26 Stats., S54), as amended
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
board nailed on a long stake, and pad Builders and Traders' Exchange, at by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Gold avenue.
iV.
died out Into the harbor.
The tide Omaha, Ken., Milwaukee. Wis.. St. Stats., 47M, and that said proof will
Paul,
Minn.,
Minn.;
the
Minneapolis,
VETERINARIAN.
was out, so he carried his outfit
be made before the probate ckrk at
Also Agent for Tfce Continental Casualty Company, cf Chicago. ML
United States Indian warehouses at Los Lnnas, N. M., on the 10th day of
long ways from shore. Then he push
Dr.
L. Schneider.
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III.,
Chicago.
New
Mo
Louis,
St.
ed the stake into the mud, so that
August, li)r. viz., Jacobo Chaves, in
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Colo..
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information,
Black
For
further
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enlly a big pelican came sailing along
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
$130 up
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MONEY to LOAN

WANTED By Chicago wholesale ano
HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
mail order hTuse. afc?istant manager steamwhip tickets to and from all
(man or woman) for this county
parts of the world.
and adjoining territory. Salary, J20
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
;
expense
and expenses paid
315 West Railroad Ave.
money advanced. Work pleasant ;
PRIVATE OFFICES.
position permanent. No investment
Open Evenings,
or experience required. Spare time
valuable. Write a', once for fuli
PHOFESSIONAL CARDS
particulars
enclose
and
d reused
envelop. Address, General manager, 134 Lake street, Chl- LAWYERS.

Cr000K00000
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling
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rap

PHARMACY

NEW MEXICO

surplus. $100,000
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and

& Geld Ave.

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
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205 East Railroad Ave.
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camp or small hotel cook; reliable. --'"
1 inie :
strictly private.
One month
Address, S Citizen office.
ANTED Man to work on ranch for
rw mt.. a re9on.
board. Colorado 'phone. Black 2. b,
Call and 'see us before borrow-thre- e
riDgs.
,

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

f'ld
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von in wine .tiirHiwm 8
,mpioj-mpoffice, 120 Ve6t Silver ave-

OYER WITH A U.c PACKAGE.
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IN HONDURAS

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
m.ti
If so. we can sccor e it for yon fry
want m.. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

bforo, that your
rely upen It, aa we have not
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de, aa well aa
them.
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CHISHOLM SELLING
HIS STOCK Or HOGS
Last year Clifford Chisholm. of Chares county, who has for several years
enjoyed the distinction of helng the
owner of one of the lament and most
nuocessful ho farms in the United
States, had 6.500 hosts on his farm.
This year he has less than a thousand,
having decided to dispose of all his
hogs this season and turn his attention entirely to raising alfalfa and
apples.
EASTERN PEOPLE
MARRY

AT SANTA

William S. Fitch of Washington.
Smith-Chambe-

PAGE THREE.

IPfpecty

(UJimsveir'sslty InJeagUvits

to make

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

level, at from

$25 to $150

No Interest.

Your Selection

No Notes.

119 S. Second St.

per

50-fo- ot

lot. $5 down, $5

No Mortgages.

lots, perfectly

per month.

No Assessments.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

FE

First llal'l Sank Bid,

11.

of
Mrs. Dee
New York City were united In marriage yesterday afternoou In Santa Fe.
The ceremony was performed by tne
Rev. George F. Sevier, pustor of the

C. and

.

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Nov is the Time
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X
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xx
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Presbyterian church, at the parsonage.

THE NOBLE RED MAN AS FIRST

Mr. and Mrs. Fitch will remain in
Santa Fe for several days. The groom
1
In official circles at
prominent
Washington and was connected with
the pension bureau for eighteen years.

VOTER HAS OKLAHOMA GOESSING

.

SOUTHERN DESPERADO
CAPTURED AT TUCSON
Singlehanded Sheriff Nabor Paeheco
pstitnreil at Tucson Jesus Trujillo, a
desperate character, for whom the officers in this county, Gila and Pinal
counties and the Arizona rangers have
been searching for several months.
Paclieco came upon the desperado in
a vacant lot a short distauce from the
business district and secured the drop
on him. Trujillo was well armed and
attempted to pull his gun.
Trujillo is wanted in the three counties for horse stealing, and is suspected of having been the principal in several lone robberies and holdups.
There is a reward for his capture.
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NEW RfJEXIGO
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POLITICIAN SANCHEZ
NOW IN ASYLUM

Cristobal Sanchez has now been
placed in the territorial Insatre hos
pital north of the city, says the Las
Venas Optic. He was brought back to
this city lust week from his home at
Mora, where he had recently beaten
up his wife quite badly. It was impossible to get him to go to the asy
lum until he was told that there was
a big hotel north of town named the
Alcazar, a summer resort on ttie Hock
Island railroad, which was for sale,
and he immediately wanted to drive
our and buy it. He went into the
asylum building with lleorae Ward to
close the deal and he is still there.
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September 17th to 22nd. 1906.

TUCSON

GAMBLER
MUST STAY IN JAIL
Homer M. DuBois. head of the Tuc
son gambling fraternity, when open

gambling was permitted In Tucson,
must serve a sentence which will not
expire until next November in the
city Jail, nnd stand trial on a number
A
COMANCHE INDIAN
of other charges hanging over his
FIRST
head. Judge F. M. Doan of Tomb VOTER IN FUI.I, DRESS THIS Id
stone, after an exhaustive hearing, at CHIEF QUANAH PARKER. WHOSE
which DuBols was represented by a MOTHER WAS A WHITE WOMAN
of
half dozen prominent attorneys
southern Arizona, held that the Tuc
i i i t i
i
i4
son ordinance prohibiting gambling
under certain conditions is valid. The
'Moie than any other state
territorial law countenances licensed
would Oklahoma be able to
gambling, but Tucson passed a pro
build a stone
wall
around
hibitive ordinance and provided thai
itself and flourish upon its
gambling could not be conducted in
own
products
alone." Gov.
buildings where liquor was sold. It
Frank Frantz.
was to uphold these ordinances that
the city has been making a desperate

i tt

ti

fight.

00fMjtM
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$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

POXCA INDIAN
VIEW OF AN

WHO IS AN ELECTOR FROM
OKLAHOMA

NOV

CITY.

territory.
What with oil, gas. coal Oklahoma except ,n the Big Pasture,
Jna ouier mineral wea t h. added to whirl, .. .r,i
i.
the agricultural richness, the owners! There are 4Sn....)li acres of the "Big
'
are holding
it
Pasture.
which
Is
Comanchi
i
In Oklahoma the schools have se.z- - county, in the
southwestern part of
ed all the remaining lands open to Oklahoma. .Opinion differs upon
the
settlement, l,a.M).imo acres which gives agricultural possibilities
the land
the pubic schools of the new state; but probably it will all be oftaken
The
its remaining public lands for the ask- - ' go eminent will auction off this land
mg.
It was u race between the See.s,f; bidders must make
and homesteaders, and the srej.l entry No land will be sold for
schools, having the inside track, took I. ss than
an arte in annual pay-i- t
h!g
in
chunks. These lands will mer's. The department of the inte-- j
a I)ril!ce'." revenuu. This prac-.rh.- r
ot. wilt announce the plan in
ticaily
an end to homeston'.iiis in i liet.i.!.

$100,000 BACK TAX
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FINE
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Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

Wholesale Grocers

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

KINDLING

WOOD

Poultry Exhibit.
Trade Diiplay.
Flower Parade.
Monteiuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows On th
streets carnival all the tune.
80METHINQ DOING ALL THE TIME.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

y4t

LINE

Jerey Stock Show.

iIP4

i

half-bree-

State Troops.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century ?
but nothing like this.

By F. W. Schaefer.
Special Corrt'spoiiilenci-- .
K. S. Clark, attorney general of Ari.Cmliriu, Okla.. July I'll. Tliis is
zona, has just returned to Tucson lonK'r the Piioinisca Land it is
the.
4
a 4 4
ft 4
4 4 4
from Tombstone, where he instructed
1
County Treasurer Gaines to place the Landed Promise, and everyone in as '
yomiir'
IT
WHEN
BECOMES
OKLAHOMA STATE.
property of the Copper Queen com- tickled with statehood as a
pany of Bisbee on the back tax roll colt in a Kreen pasture. , Statehood
7".4:jo square miles
and' to bring suit for over JlOO.noij will give Oklahoma and Indian territ
back taxes for years previous to 1901. tories little that they have not now
you
count about GWO elective !
StaTe- 417
The county sued the Copper Queen unless
national. 251 4
t
Although the elections are
company for these taxes in 1902 and offices.
::::::
:::::::
recovered judgmeut in the lower court. far off, there is an ample sufficiency
Don't Be Backward
io
Penitentiaries
When the case was appealed the board of candidates for all of them.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
.'
Dally newspapers
The question Just now is on the
of supervisors of Cochise county comof Chamberlain's Stomach and
! sample
of railway
"Will the '4 Miles
promised the suit by accepting $3,000 process of combustion.
Liver Tablet. We are glad to give
Population .,
from the company. Under a decision state of Oklahoma be republican or
1500000
them to anyone who Is troubled with
Indians (near and full blood)
qa'or.ft
recently rendered by the supreme democratic?" Nobody knows.
"
biliousness, constipation, or any disElective offices to be filled
This much is agreed upon by the
court of the territory In an action
6 000 I
order of the stomach. Many have been
Candidates for same (estimated)
brought by the supervisors of Yavapai politicians and don't think they are
25 000
permanently cured by their use. For
county against the United Verde com- not some numerous the noble
sale by all druggists.
will swing the state one way
pany, the attorney general believes
Friends of Jack London are calling
he can recover over $100,000 in back or the other. As he hasn't voted before, ibe .ndian, or wuat passes as
attention to the fact that shortly after
taxes from the Copper Queen.
such, is an unknown quantity in eleche became converted to socialism he
tions. Is he democratMaybe. Is A
became a soap box orator. Isn't that
OF
MOTHER DESERTS
enough to make Johaun Most roll over
HER FOUR CHILDREN he a republican? Maybe he ought to
on his right aide?
Mrs. Ella Lynn, who recently came he, but it's doubtful.
Ixmr correspondent
Inquired of
to Alumogordo from Roswell, N. M.,
IN
TAKE A PLUNGE
Frank Frantz. timonir others
and who left her four children there to Governor
ths
be taken care of by the county, but how Ijo Ik goin to vote. He threw up
SWIMMING POOL.
afterwards had them sent to her ut his hands.
504 North First Street.
Open Daily,
"That's what the most astute poli- HOW A SPECIAL DISTRICT AT-El Paso, has again deserted the little
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
helpless children and gone to pans ticians of this region are dying to
TORNEV MADE KANSAS CITY,
o
unknown. Report has it that she took know," he said, which Is a diplomatKAN., A PROHIBITION TOWN
ic answer, as well us a true one.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
passenger train No. 29 Sunday mornThere are about i.l.ouo possible InTHE JOINTS WERE ABATED FOR
ing for Douglas, Ariz., leaving her
Window screens. 7 cents per foot.
children asleep to awaken later on to dian voters, nearly all in Indian TerriFAIR.
A home made door, with trimmings,
tory.
Although
the full bloods are
find themselves deserted and absolute.
for
ly helpless. F. C. Rolland, chairman confined o a few tnousands, there are Special
We
Correspondence.
are making window screens all
enough
half breeds, negroes and white
or tne board of county commissioners
mortised together, and as strong as
Kansas City, Mo., July L'u. Across
and Rev. W. J. Wright of the Met ho- - men on the tribal rolis to count a great
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
dist Episcopal church, south, are look deal. They are figured upon to vote the river you will find the metropolis
screen
door,
or
that
at
the outset at least, as the welfare of prohibition
ing aner mem. Mr. Wright will en
Kansas also called
will outlast any door shipped In here
leavor to get the little unfortunate of the tribe seems to dictate, although Kansas City. Prohibition laws there1
from the cast, together with trimand pitiful children in some orphans the old tribal community ends. I'n- - were
mings, for $1.25.
and are, hut no drouth ever at- nonie or charitable institution.
The (loulnediy the Indian is jioin? to be (dieted
We' make the regular shop made
1
Kansas City. Kas.,. never till!
much petted
a while.
affair has caused eonsliler.-ihlscree doors that have always cost,
now.
talk In El Paso and inuignation is genIndian Delegates.
heretofore, $2.00 to t'--' 25, for $1.50.
They have gotten up a. contest for
erally expressed against the mother
"Joints" there were also. Citizens
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
some appropriate nickname for the
Tor such an unaccountable act.
PLANING MILL CO.
of other states will recognize the charnew state.
Some (if the suggestions
are:
"Banner
Stale,"
"Sooner acter of joints when It is explained
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Baby Show.

e

f

home-schoo-

Maneuver

2: 18 Pace Surburg't Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pact Moet A. Chandon't White Seal
Champasne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhlbls.
'
Relay Races.
Ladies" Half-MilRace.

KANSAS CITY, KAN.
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"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
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Brief Story of the
Recent Dreyfus Case

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Dally and Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. ft. 8TRICKLER,

President.
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Business Manager.

Stripped of the entangling yarn of tragedy and conA
edy, of perjury, forgeries, and' murders, the true thread
In the
of the Dreyfus story Is not diflcult to trace.
of republics, which has passed Into summer of 1894, when General Mercler was minister of

Despots Survive

The Ingratitude
proverb. Is certainly not comparable to the Ingratitude
of despots. Russia Illustrates this fact The creature
of one' man's will, that country has executed or disgraced the leader who did nobly but could not succeed
in the war with Japan.
The little coterie of grand dukeg, who brought on
In power, stayed safe at
tie war to keep themselves
the home end of the conflict. They preferred keeping
eioue to the Little Father's ear and purse, to risking
their lives on the firing line, says the Duluth Tribune.
They were the authors of the war and they were
responsible for its being such a disgraceful failure,
through their intrigues, incompetence and peculations.
"What the army ond navy should have had to fit them
with
for winning victories, they stole. They interfered loyal
of
spirit
the
demoralized
campaigns,
of
plans
the
devotion from the man behind the gun to the administrative heads of departments. Instead of a onlted country, they created ten thousand miles of utter demoralization, stretching from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok and
Port Arthur.
Yet the gram dukes are still In power, still reek in
fatness and revel in deviltry. The men sent to do their
fighting In a foredoomed cause, sent with inadequate
preparation, with a disloyal home support, with Insufficient m"n and munitions, have been held responsible
for tie failures and defeats, made inevitable by these
name .grand dukes. It is the hope of all mankind that
theseievll geniuses of a great nation may reap the reward hey have over earned, even, if per force. It must
take jhe form of the bomb.

UNLOADING SALE

OBSERVER

The New York Times.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

was
war, a member of the French
caught near the German frontier and released by the
minister's order. Mercier, never popular with the liberal press, thereby brought down upon his head a heap
His maligners could
of unjust, Insulting denunciations.
not know the true character of the man released. An
opportunity was offered to Mercler to rehabilitate himself when a lrdereau, or list enumerating artilces that
had been transmitted to a foreign power, was intercepted and taken to him. The character of the contents
showed that the writer was a treasonable member of the
French general staff. If Mercler could detect the criminal, there would be no more cries heard from the liberal press that he was In the habit of freeine traitors.
"Contre-Espionag-

"Have you ever noticed?" remarked
the Close Observer, as he stood leaning against a telephone pole tthe
corner of Second street and Railroad
avenue, "how this Immediate vicinity
Is fast being turned into an open-ai- r
livery stable? No;
"Well, Just cast your peepers
around. There, beside
White Elephant, are several express and parcel delivery wagens. They stand there
all day. On Railroad avenue, in front
of the saloons and pawn shops, you
will notice several hacks. They stand
there nay and night; feed tbeiir
horses there, water them, and make
that particular spot their livery sta-

We've Too Much Clothing
By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at

te

.

this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

ble.

"All of which creates a state of affairs that Is decidedly obnoxious to
one's nostrils In passing. Our street
cleaning department Is not quite as
large as that of New Ycrk city, and
as a consequence, much of the refuse occasioned by these many teams
standing there day and night, stays
right where It Is, and the consequent
odor Is at all times, especially when
the earth Is damp, something awful.
wnen It rains, the stamping or
these teams In the mud makes a slush
and mud puddle that stays there for
many days, and I have often seen ladles pass these wagons and hacks,
dressed In white, only to have the animals stamp on. a fly Just as they were
passing, with the result tnat their
pretty, white dress takes on a very
appearance.
"Hack and delivery wagon stands
n cities wnere the street cltanlng de
partment Is working day and night.
s all light, but here, where we have
no street cleaning department,
and
where there are no. provisions made
for carting off the film from these
many teams, it should,, be done away
witn. Tne safety of tne publics
health demands that some steps be
taken to anate this nuisance. '

Mercler called to his aid one Du Paty de Clam and
ordered him to find the author of the bordereau among
he officers of the various bureaus. The handwriting of
an Alsatian Jew, Captain Dreyfus, resembled that In the
bordereau. Experts were of varied opinions. Dreyfus
or inwas arrested and a curious "acte
dictment, was drawn up against him. In which various
charges were made on less than hearsay. He was tried
on the charge of having communicated to a foreign pow
Fine Clothing and
er obviously Germany the documents mentioned In the
Furnishings
bordereau.
From the very beginning the prisoner's counsel,
Maltre Demange,. swept away all charges with the exception of that implicating Dreyfus as the writer of the
bordereau. The court retired to deliberate on this point.
A hurry call was sent for Mercler announcing that the
prisoner was aliou-- t to be acquitted. Mercier hurried to
the Ecole Mllltalre and entered without ceremony the
j
No. 424 North Second St.
secret chamber of the court. He said he would read to
per
cent
2
Intercepted
while
telegram
been
a
which
had
court
the
of
$30,000,000
for
lids have been invited
STABLE
SANITARY BOARDING
Koverhment bonds to be used in the construction of the passing from the military attache of one embassy ci-to
In
canal, which will be the first Installment of the that of another. This document, he added, whs
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Panaa
moult of bonds authorized by congress for the great pher, but he would translnte. He read: "Decidedly this
Colo, phone, Blk, 35.
lsthnJan enterprise. By law the bonds can not be sold rascal Dreyfus has become, too exacting." The document
Auto., 311.
for less than par. As they command a premium, that was not In cipher, nor did it contain the name Dreyfus
A NEWSY BUDGET
provision has no practical bearing in the sale. No other merely the letter D. The Judges, however, never quesFROM STEIN'S PASS
A
country in the world can borrow money at 2 per c?nt, tioned their general's word, nor did they resent being
made his criminal partners by accepting the evidence
to Bay nothing of the premium, which it is believed, will
of
which was Introduced without the accused's knowledge SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT SAYS
reach, hi least 4 per cent. The 4 per cent bonds
AND THEN A HOME OWNER
GRANITE GAP MINES FINEST IN
Japan and Russia can be bought for less than par. or the knowledge of his counsel. They found Dreyfus
by
to
this
paid
guilty
Inter
him
sentenced
death
sentence
a
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
and
as
SOUTHWEST
large
OTHER
ITEMS
OF
as
that
though the interest is twice
INTEREST.
country. A nation, state or city that can borrow at 3 changed to imprisonment for life on Devil's island.
per cent is favorably situated. But the United States
Special Corressndence.
borrows at a much lower figure, with larger offerings
Stein's Pass, N. M July 17. The
A book might be written
books have been written
of
I'nited
the
than t can use. It is true that the bonds
how the conviction by the court martial had Ragtime ball given here recently was
showing
We opened for subscription July 1,
Statei have a special value to banks aa a basis for the been illegal how this illegality was made public. The a great success. There were so many a new series of monthly payment savfinancial
part
the
of
couples
in
is
dancing
this
as
that
attendance
but
notes,
issuejof bank
ings installment stock; $1 per month
names, of George Plcquart and Entile Zola ami a host
system devised by the government the fact is all the of others should always be mentioned in the story which was done by relays. All thoroughly will carry a $200 share.
enjoyed
occasion.
the
mainAlso a series of prepaid investment
more proor o'f good management in developing and
tells of the three years' struggle to brills 'be Illegality
I'he Granite Gap mines here are said stock paying 6 per cent interest, on
taining the national credit, which stands unequaled else- to the attention of the supreme court, of appeal. This by experts
who have recently exam deposits of $100 and upwards.
where in fhe past or present.
court was finally reached. During the winter of 1K9S-H- 9
ined them to be the finest in the
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
Supposing $200,000,000 to be necessary in building it beard witnesses and finally gave its opinion thai Cap- southwest. When Borne new improve
stock.
contemplated
ments,
a lock canal at Panama, the United States can get the tain Dreyfus might, be sent before the Rennes
are Installed
We will loan you money to buy or
these mines will lead all others in this build you a home at once, if you be
money at 2 per cent, or $4,000,000 a year. Any other
to be tried on th charge of having transmitted section
differcent,
3
per
a
shippay
of
the
country
in the
at least
come a stockholder.
naitioir- would have to
to a foreign power certain documents mentioned in a list
ence of $2,000,nii0 a year. If the bonds ran fifty years which it (the supreme court of appeal) bad overwhelm ment of ore.
In
population
The
vicinity
is
the amount in favor of the United States for that term ing evidence, had been written by another man. As the increasing rapidly. ThethisNational Gold The
Building and .Loan
would be $100,000,000, a striking exhibit of the superior proceedings of this court had been dally published, there
Mining
company
Silver
is running
Association of Albuquerque
position of this country as a liorrower.
was no doubt as to who the other man was. He was the day and night. Frank Newton, the
Established in 1888. .
manager,
had the misfortune to lose
notorious Esterhazy, the real traitor. The supreme court,
ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
his right hand recently by getting it
It will be seen, thus left the Rennes trUiunal an absurd
caught in ihe mill machinery. He
ity to establish.
H. H. TILTON,
now in the hospital in Kl Paso.
At Rennes, however, the Judges utterly Ignored the
Secretary.
The Denver Republican of' yesterday contained idenYour correspondent is Informed that
tically the same telegram about Socorro, even including opinion of the supreme court that of Itself would have Morris Cntermyer of New York will Any Information .Desired Furnished.
the Carlsbad cloudburst, which appeared yesterday in been sufficient to have the sentence annulled had not arrive In this district about August
the morning paper of this city. There was this differ- the agitated state of the country prevented the supreme 15 to Inspect the Federal Gold group
ence, however; the Republican telegram was published court from exercising its authority In this instance and of claims owned by Fulton, Gunther
Bennett. R. Gunther, Jr., formerly
with 'an El raso date line, while the Journal forged the proceeded to try Dreyfus on the old charge, with all the &
manager
had the mlB
Socorro date line, to give a semblance of reality to a old paraphernalia, but with an additional witness, named fortune toof the National,
break his arm at his home
Cernusky. who falsely swore that he had overheard men
wild, foolish and slanderous fabrication.
In Oshkosh, WJs., recently.
And1 the Rennes
Neither is this a small offense. The El Paso cor- talking about Dreyfus' delinquencies.
Owing to important disclosuis on
found
offen
so
guilty
the
defendant
of
they
but
treason,
lies
lurid
are
notorious for the
respondents
the
level of the Granite Gap
a
extenuating
in
"with
circumstances."
mine Messrs. Fulton and Torrance
send out, not only concerning the country anywhere
The news of this absurd sefitonce had scarcely have located six claims south, and In
radius of five to seven hundred mile's, but even about
their own town. So far had this course, of, conduct been reached Paris when Dreyfus' brother, Matthleu, was on close proximity to their Granite Gap
The claims are known as Haz
carried that the El Paso Chamber of Commerce called his way to Rennes with the news that the government mine.
el Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and to all
attention to it and severely reprimanded the correspond- desired to pardon the convict. Dreyfus thought, of his appearances
will prove a valuable
ents, while the general pubHc"came'to look upon any- sufferings at Devil's Island, of his long separation from property.
family,
his
accepted
By
offer.
and
sensational
how
merely
the
action,
a
as
line
this
El
Paso date
thing with an
. John
Robert Chenworth, son
ever, he incurred the enmity of some of his most ardent Chenworth, of the San Simonof valley
canard.
These two facts are well known. Hence, if the defenders, who had attempted to make his case a na who lost his arm above the elbow as Embalming
Is Our Specialty
matter bad been published with the El Paso date line, tlonal political cause. But he was weary and would rest. the result of a gunshot wound, while
Is
hunting.
he
improving
any
would
dally.
Later
name.
claim
his
paying
one
would think of
which belonged to it, no
The rock crusher Just west of Cor. Fifth
A large number of criminal and civil law suits arose
attention to It, placing It In the same category with the
Street and Railroad Ave.
Stein's Pass is employing about .150 Colo,
Imaginary occurrences which the EJ Paso correspond- - from the case, and bo Interminable did they seem, so men
phone, Black, 298.
Auto., 152.
Superintendent
under
Bean.
ents are paid for sending out and attributing to places threatening to public safety, that It became necessary Mark R. Sherman, president of the
in Mexico. But to forge upon the El Paso telegram a to pass a law granting general amnesty and prohibiting National, visited the property
Soccro date line, was to give 'a semblance of truth to further litigation. Dreyfus himself, however, was not
a very poor cock and bull story. Those who would re- Included In this law. He could tranquilly await the time,
so reads the proverbs.
MORTUARY
fuse all credence to an EJ Paso romance would think therefore, when "new facts," unknown at the Rennes
that there might be some truth. In the same story Jf it rial, might be discovered. That time has now come
it is a poor way tor a hungry man
Miss Bertha Banghart, ae 19 years,
came from Socorro Itself. In this way the morning The new facts presented to the supreme court of appeal
to dine. Any man wha saves a
passed
away
at the home of her
paper of this city gave the Gem City the greatest dam were as follows:
little out of bis earnings and
1.
The "petit bleu" (city tube telegram) sent by mother, Mrs. Clara Jacobson, at the
age In its power.
Rancho Bruno, north of the city, at
places It in the bank, can bot'n
Colonel
Pannlzzardl to Colonel Von Schwarzkoppen 5:45
o'clock
afternoon, the
sleep
and dine. His sleep will be
about the transport of troops on the Eastern railway In cause of deathyesterday
leing consumption. The
the event of mobilization was not written in 1894. as wag deceased resided In Allmquerque with
free from financial worry and his
believed when Dreyfus was tried at Rennes. but In the her mother and brother. The former
llning satisfying.
In three more years about five hundred miles of
year following, when he was at Devil's Island.
will be remembered by many aa at
The wage earner and the salary-maMexico
assessment
railroads will be placed on the New
' 2. At Rennes Dreyfus was thought to have com one time being a resident of Wtst
are the ones who should save
rolls and will pay taxes, says the New Mexican.
Coal
A
avenue.
large number of
something out of their Income. A
. This
trackage is now exempt from taxation under munlcated a note on the different artillery regiments to friends sympathize with the relatives
uerman
tne
government,
it was supposed to have dls in their bereavement. The funeral
the "law allowing exemption for six years from taxation appeared from the bureauas where
little saved each week or month,
he was working. Now will take place from the Immaculate
for all new railroads from the day of their completion. this very note has
ax tile case may be, will put you
since
found
office,
been
in
war
the
Conception
ciiurch tomorrow morning
In five years New Mexico will tax about nve thousand
ahead at the end of -e year. Be3. The fact that the Initial "D" occurred In another at 9
o'clock, Rev. Father Francis
miles of railroads at the very least at $10,000 per mile. "petit bleu" exchanged Ix
fore long ycy will have an income
presiding.
tween the German and Italian
The body will be taken
Aa time advances this assessment will be duly increased. military
was regarded as proof against Dreyfus from O. V. Strong's Sons' undertakattaches
from
the dollars you saved.
Anyone who cares to study the situation and consid- It
ing parlors at 8:45. interment will
has
been
A bank account helps you to save
since
original
ascertained
that
initial
the
er It calmly must come to the conclusion that within a was scratched out
be niade in Santa Barbara cemetery.
and replaced by the letter "D."
aud gives you a saie place for your
decade, or at lea.st by the year 1920, New Mexico will be
It has also been found that
4.
documents
several
savings until you find a good inprosperous
one of the richest and most
At 3:3u o'clock this afternoon death
states in the in favor of Dreyfus were
not submitted to tbe officers claimed .Miss
The money is always
Mary Mooney, daughter
Union.' Iaily Optic.
vestment.
who tried him at Rennes.
f Mr. and Mrs. John Mooney of 518
available.
:. hince
a document has been discovered West Copper avenue, at the tender
Tbe New .Mexican says that "the rainfall through- wnicn snows mat Dreyfus never made an
avowal of age of 14 years. Funeral arrange THE BANK OF COMMERCE'
out a great portion of New Mexico since the first of July guilt.
ments will
made tomorrow.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
has been abnormal and much greater than usual. That
6.
It is alleged that there Is evidence of one fals
is
it came in good time and has been a great blessing
witness at the Rennes trial.
Hure. That this condition of affairs may not again occur
for years to come is also sure. After all, New Mexico
SIX LARGEST SELLERS.
is an arid country and situated in an arid luit. Otfa-Klondeviations by nature can not be counlei upon to
i imaBii man wtio Is spending a few wteks in
make this a rain lelt. just as one swallow tloeH not make Duluth wandered ut into the classic region of Proctor-knot- t
a day or two auo. One of the stores attracted him
a summer." 'Die rainfall in this section of New Mexico
since the first of July has not been al. normal, though by a sign that hung In the window. It read: "Tbe Six
good anil very useful.
Last year It was more abundant Best Sellers Within."
urn. mnmiiirde the visitor from Hie Windy City.
than it lias so far been this year, and came fully a
month earlier. Year before last the rainfall was even iiere is a eiMiice to Imy some current literature.
iiies:.
more excessive, but it did nt reach its full force until I ll go In "
entering, be found the storekeeper laDiipj; to
about territorial fair time, when It washed out the railroads to such an extent and through so long a lime as customer.
"Where are your books: " ake n.e Chicago man
to make the fair virtually a failure.
"What books, st ranger?' returned the storekeeper
"Why. the six best sellers' .,f course
in wood of the demoArizona Stnr: Chairman
"Ha, ha! them ain't hooks, mister."
for
committee,
attorney
executive
and
cratic territorial
"Not books!"
company,
appeals to Governor Kibbey,
the Copper Queen
"No, sir. My
ix best sellers' aius-i.
sost suj-achairman of the territorial republican executive com- penders, halt, socks and
shoes. What can
fur von?"
mittee, to unite with the democracy and defeat the naDuluth
tional republican policy of statehood for Arizona. Well,
this (is bIkuii ibe most laughable farce ever attempted in
A NATURAL
INFERENCE.
Arizona.
Six-y- t
ar old Fanny, just returned from j!in.i...v
Arizona Star: The ilemoci acy nf Oklahoma ami of school, seemed to have something ,,n h.-- mind "MothIndian Territory are organizing with a view of cairying er," she said, after awhile, 'they iini- -t .ae had ey
T.cket LPc. Grcc" for Eall Came and street car farea if purthe pew sta"e by a tremendous majority. Arizona dem- large bed in Bible times."
chased at J. H. O'R'elly Cc.'i drua store or Stugres' cgar stand.
"Why?" asked her mother.
ocrats are pulling tbe wiKd over the eyes of the Arizona
Well, our teacher toid us to. lay ihat A rai.i-.iireputblieaus to prevent fliem from joining with the New
with his four fathers." Harper's
Mexico republicans and making a republican state.
black-speckle-
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RELIEVES PAIN.
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CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
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A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
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Adams & Dilgard
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al
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Los Angelas, Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
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Pin Your Faith to the Gas Ranee
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There's no "maybe" about it. What
you want it to do, It WILL do.
It Is in Itself, an emancipation proclamation which has liberated its tens
of thousands of white slaves In the
battle between worry and comfort; between dirt and cleanliness; between
inconvenience and handiness; or, in
short, between the old antiquated
coal stove methods and up to date
ias Range Ideas.
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WE'VE SAMPLES AT THE
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Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Cc.
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DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
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New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting L,os Angeles.
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Extra Special

STEAM THRESHER

Stops In Albuquerque While Two Days Session Promises In Discharging Campos Court Old Shoes on Trunk Brings The Largest Yet to Be Brought
Says Press Has Brought
Suoplclon on U. S. Mar
to Be iMost Successful Held
Into the Rio Grande
Wife Gives Birth to Free
About
Many
In History of Order.
Reforms.
shall's Office.
Valley.
Born American.
MAN OF WONDERFUL NEKVE MANY BRAV ES IN ATTENDANCE ARTICLE WAS NOT LIBELOUS
This is a red letter day for the Red
Men of New Mexico, and a busy one
for the members of the local lodge. It
Is the event of the annual war dance.
The great council of the territory Is
In session and many chiefs and notables from, throughout the country are
present. For two days the pipes will
be almost constantly fired. The ashes
may become chilled and cold tonight,
but they will be lighted again on to-

life came Into the world thin
morning about 10 o'clock at the Arcade rocmlnK house on 'South First
street, which, if It hadn't been for
Alexander 11. breaking away from the
Catholic religion, would doubtless
have been born a subject of the Itus-Biathrone Instead of a free born
American.
The parents of this fortunate little
child are Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ls
Kutove. Russian peasants, from the
province of Korrs, who arrived- In the
city last night and slopped off for the
birth of the child, while en route to
Ivos Angeles, where
other peasant
families have preceded them nd are
now 'mpioyed at railroad work In California. Mr. and Mrs. Ixm Kutove left
Russia two nronthB ago, with fifteen
other rr.nil'.les, to come to America.
"We couldn't make a living In
Korrs." st'id the man to the reporter,
thrown George Seigle, proprietor of
the New York store, of South First
street, who is himself a Russian by
birth. "The taxes were too high and
we were not provided with sufficient
land to support our families and our
stock."
i
Korrs Is a small piece of land on
the Russian border which was wrested from the Turks in 1877. In 1888,
S00 neasant families were sent there
because of religious troubles to farm!
it, and were taxed by the government
Ku- the rate of S3 ner head. 1
tnve has five In his family and a piece
of cround about as lame as seven
acres In. this country would be cost
him $15 a year. The government also'
charged $6 a winter for the schooling
of each child, and there were other'
taxes the government exacted of Its
Korrs subjects
Los Kutove is of a very fine-phsique. His every feature speaks of
and health. He wears a black
can a blouse of hwivv
n,oo.ini
which hangs loose outside his trous
ers to the pockets. A heavy vest covers the blouse. The trousers he wore
this morningwere the $1 quality of
overalls and his shoes were heavy
A lHUe

n

morrow for another "n, and much
will be done during the moon tonight.
During the forenoon the visiting
chiefs were requested to show Ihe
color of their war paint, credentials,
the palefaces call them, and committees were appointed. The neighboring
tribes were found to be representd by
the following delegates:
Navajo tribe No. 3, Albuquerque
Oeorge Blake, D. Denham, C. B. Jones,
J. Motzenbacker and L. Wtardwell.
Cloud tribe No. 4, l as Vegas
W. P. Mills. B. McElroy, F. E. Barnes
and W. W. Lewis.
Manuelito tribe No. 9, Gallup E. F.
Kenney.
Huachuaca tribe No. 18, Denting
1.. K. Godchaux.
Ottawa tribe No. 21, Roswell F.
Fieldenbloom and J. H. Boyd.
Delaware tribe No. 22, Alamogordo
Gpo- - Weigle:, Jr.
Great Incobonee Cherry, who came
all the way from West Irglnla to at-- at
'P"d the council, was the most notable
R,'" Man present.
fol- Committees were selected
'OW8:

Credentials William M. Lewis, E.
McElrqy, I L. Godchaux.
s,a,e of Order Geo. Friedenbloom,
F- E- Barnes, C. B. Jones.
Mileage and Per Diem John Motz- enbacker, E. McElroy, J. H. Boyd,
Auditing and Finance Oeorge
Ke- - Jonn Motzenbacker. B. F. Kenney.
Charter E. McElroy, William P.
M ills, George Welgle.
George
Constitution and
Welgle, George Friedenbloom, L. L.
Godchaux, E. McElroy, E. F. Kenney, John Motzenbacker.
Memorials W. P. Mills. G. A. Blake,
-

I

y-

i

Flippers.-

-

Wel-strenf-

By-l-a-

-

When asked how he happened to get "lll'am
together enough money to come to Resolutions George Friedenbloom,
America he said: "Wt- wild our cattle R - Barnes, I). Denham.
.
A. Blake. John Motzen- Press
and evervthine- p hart " Thi. m..m.
backer. C. B. Jones.
ing he had $2 in his pocket, and
sick wife on his hands, besides three' Distribution W.lliam
lwls E.
children, and a hahv who liw.kwt to McElroy, D. Ienhani.
f
him for food. He knew not a word1 Knhts of Pythias hall on Gold
the English language nor had he en,,e' ,ne scene of the convention, has
any acquaintance with the customs of bep" decorated In red and gold and
the country.
In a strange country "'er colors snown in tne regana oi
and without funds, with a family of the order, and an immense banner
five depending upon him, what strong during the head of an Indian and the
nsr-'nl- a
f 'he order has been swung
heart would not quail at such distress
But Los Kutove was not discour- - ncross ,he street in front or the hall,
aged. He had hopes of at last reach- - Tne fiction of officers is taking place
ing California and getting work. He 1his afternoon. Several social func- was sure that he would receive some nons
ionow in Donor or the oc
assistance from the Americans. It casion and withal the convention
was a free country and the oeoule of promises to be one of the most suc- held during the history of the
, cessful
it were generous.
When asked what he thought of the or"e- - in New Mexico.
T,le following resolution in honor
Japanese he said he didn't know much
Thompson, deceased, late
about them. He hadn't heard much of vv
of the war. but what he had heard of P"1' sachem of Red Cloud tribe No. 4:
it through peasants who had been in! "Whereas, The Great Spirit In His
the army and returned home led him'a" uise providence has seen fit to
to believe that Russia had been remove from our great council Past
whipped. He had been told by these 'Sachem W. L. Thompson of Red Cloud
hunting grounds of Las
returning peasants that the Russian j tribe NoBleep of
soldiers would not fire at the Japan- - VeKaa- nn ,ne twenty-firs- t
ese, but would throw down their arms Cold moon. G. 8, D, 415 (Jan. 21, 1906,
and run. "Why should we want to common era)
"Now. therefore h It rpartlvo.l that
shoot people that we had never seen
before and bad never done us any In- the great council of New Mexico deepjury?" was the apparently simple an- ly regret his loss, realizing that we
have lost a valuable member, and thit
swer of one of Russia's ground-dow- n
we extend to his tribe our sympathy,
subjects.
It resolved that our sympathy
and
be extended to his widow In her beTHEY ARE NOW
reavement.
"Be It
resolved that a copy
REGULAR REPUBLICANS of these further
resolutions be spread on the
minutes of this meeting and that copies be sent to his tribe and widow and
published in the dally papers.
fc
We, the undersigned, having
"GEORGE A. BLAKE,
it belonged to the independent re- - 1
"WM. P. MILIjS,
4 publican party during the last 1
"W. M. LEWIS."
campaign, now, in a meeting 1
which was held today, this 16th
IT day of July, at Willard, express
GONZALES SHOT AND
our intention of beeomhag faith- 7 ful members
of the regular re- KILLED NEAR CABEZON
publican party of Torrance coun- - 1
ty, and promise to support said it
organization as well as the re- A telephone message from Captain
publican party, both territorial f Fred Forncff, of the mounted police,
and nat: mil:
4 from Los Corrales, received at The
Signed Chris-tinChavez. Ma- " Evening Citizen office at 3:30 this afcario. Torres, Pedro Lucero y
ternoon, gives the Information that
Torres, Tfodoro Candelaria, Jose
Ruperto Gonoale-3- , who escaped from
P. Ballejos. F. G. Franco Gonthe penitentiary at oant4 Fe on April
zales, Frederlco Chavez, Angus
29 last, was shot and killed WednesMcGillivray, juan Gallegos, Ma-te-o
day night, July 18, at 8 o'clock, by
Luna, Pedro Saras y Lopez.
Carl Vogel, a deputy sheriff of SanVictor Lueras. Ant nlo Salazar
doval county. Captain Fornoff, Ranand others
ger Julius Meyers and Sheriff Emili-anSandoval arrived at the scene of
the killing a few minutes after Vogel
DON'T BE A KNOCKER.
tired the shot. Gonzales was as wild
as a deer, and was escaping when the
officer yelled at him to surrender. Not
J ov Richards, the
n
cigar heeding the command,
the officer fired,
dealer at No. 113V, West Railroad
avenue, has the following "Don't Be a aad the escaping convict fell, mortally
The shooting took place
Knocker" card Mgn hung up in his wounded.
abuit eighteen miles from Caln-zontdace of business:
Hide your little hummer and try
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
to speak well of others, no matter
how small you may really know
yourself to be. Win n a stranger
T. Y. Maynard. who was down soutn
drops in, jolly him. Tell him Al- on watch inspection business, returned
ucim
:o the city this morning.
is the greatest town on
earth and it is. Don't discour- A log train came in from the Zuni
:.ge him by speaking ill of your
mountains
this morning, loaded with
lieiL'hUn s. Tin re's no end of fun
logs for the American Lumber comminding your own business. It
pany's mills.
niiikes other people like you. No- Oakes Murphy and
l oiiy
stuck on a knocker.
through the city this morning
from Phoenix, Ariz., for the east
He
Elfego Haca. the a t rney. has re emphasized
his
assertion
eovered from bis earthquake' fright, that
Arizona would go against Joint
will return to Socorro tonight.
s atehood at the election this fall.
Du It. is. one of the nativts
lm
Information comes from Los An
who was badly cut in old town on the geles that the marriage of David We,
same night thai Mirabel was cut to ler to Mrs. Ida Parker was performed
discharged from Lie oy Kiibbi Hecht at the resilience of
death, has
hospital and pronounced pretty well. the rat.bi, the bride adopting the JewIt was a narrow shave for him. hut ish faith before the ceremony was
his attending
physician. Dr. Cams, performed, she having heeii drought
puiled him ilir ugh all right.
up as a Catholic.
hZ-

-

I

ANALLA-YOUN-

It was a peculiar package and the
porter had some doubts about It, but
there was no mistaking the order It
read room 21." It was only a trunk,
a very ordinary one, but the peculiari
ties or It were things that decorated
It. An old shoe was attached to either
handle, and It had other marks of sig
nificance, all bearing on the tidings of
good luck to newly married couples.
The tenants of the Grant building
looked upon it with suspicion, espe
cially as It was left In front of the
dt.or of the linited Stales marshal's
office, room 21, which Is only two
numbers from "23."
But who around the United States
marshal's office could own a trunk like
that. The marshal himself was a
married man; so were Deputies W. R.
Forbfs and- J. M. Weley. Each at
tache of the office was summed on the
fingers of the Inquisitive, and the only
unmarried man around the place was
Deputy George Kaseman.
And the
question was: "Was Kaseman a mar
ried man or single?"
Relief came this morning when an
expressman called and said that be
had made a mistake. The trunk belonged to room 21. the Armljo building. It was 'he properly of the newly wedded Mr. and Mrs. Walter Analla
of liguna. who are stopping nl the
Grand Central a few days enjoying
their honeymoon. The wedding took
place at
yesterday and was
the most noteworthy nuptial affair 'o
take place In the Indian village in
many years. The contracting panics
are Indians and graduates of colleges,
the groom of Curllsle and Sarah E.
Young, the bride, of Northfleld, Mass.
Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor of the Congregational church of this city, performed the ceremony on the veranda
o
of the home of R. G. Mannon, a
Uihen-grin'- s
cattleman of
weeding march softly filled the
air as the ceremony progressed, played by Miss Edith Marnion and Gus
Welssk on piano and violin. Mr. Analla will 1nke his bride to a farm In
North Dakota, where they will begin
life in tilling the soil.

The release hH tvenlng of Fruitoso'
Campos on the charge of criminal libel
against Deputy Sheriff Coulter, after a
three days' trial before Judge McFle,
sitting as magistrate In the Second
district court In the absence of Judge
Abbott, who is away on his vacation,
Is farther reaching in effect than the
facis proclaim. By the court's decision Campos is not only given his
freedom, but is found not guilty of
committing libel, and the alleged libelous article is stamped as legitimate
news, which also releases In eflect
several other Bernalillo county poi...-clan- s
who signed the same article and
were arrested on the same charge. Although these associates
of Campos
have given bond for their appearance
lx'fore the grand Jury, it Is not plausible that a district attorney would attempt to prosecute their cases farther after a decision like that given by
Judge McFle in the case of Campos.
In passing Judgment in the case of
Campos, Judge ,McFle in part said:
"1 would not desire to make a precedent of entering a case of criminal
libel on these post election transactions that are written up with the colored views of the parties and handed
to the press. I think the press has
right to publish these things. They
ought to he accurately written and
should not be published If they are
not accurate. But they may be published without the slightest malice,
and I believe this article to be one of
the same kind that there was no design to Injure anybody.
"I believe In the large liberty of the
press, for I lielieve the newspapers
have brought about many of the commendable reforms of government we
have in this country. The court's order is that Campos Is discharged."
The Order.
"In the petition of Fruitoso Campos
for writ of habeas corpus:
"This cause coming on to be heard
before the Honorable John R. McFle,
by whom the writ of habeas corpus
whs issued, silting at Albuquerque for
the convenience of the parties. In order to hear the same, and having
heard the evidence In said cause and
counsel for respective parties, and being fully advised n the premises, does
order, adjudge and decree that the
said pelt inner. Fruitoso Campos, be
and he hereby Is discharged from custody.
JOHN R. McFIE. .ludire."
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We have on sale a large lot of

Carpet Remnants
;

NO WONDER EQUINE OBJECTS

thrrshlng machine outfit, such as
seen from the windows of passenger trains on the broad plains of Kansas nd the hills of California, where
A

Is

iet

CIRCLES

,

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

r
tne stations to attend the
camp n.ar Austin, Texas, will
be. as follows:
Company D Leave Silver City on
regular train on A. T., & S. F. on . j
evening of August 2, and proceed to
Albuquerque.
stitute.
Company A Leave I. as Cruces on
The Albuquerque l!iie-uwill be
tegular train on A. T & S. F. on the
aUiut as follows: '
Kunz, second base; Corban, third evening of August 2. and proceed to
base; Clancy; short stop; McDonald, Albuquerque.
catcher; Ney, first base; Hale, left Companies E and G Leave Albufield; Graham, right field; Ortiz,' cen- querque on special train, leaving that
ter field, and Gallegos in the box.
p:int about 8 o'clock a. m., on August 3.
Detachment From Company F
this
El Paso will be represented
year in the big base ball tournament Iave Santa Fe on regular train on
at the New Mexico territorial fair, the A. T & S. F., on the morning of AuBankers, who are now playing games gust 3, and proceed to Lamy.
with the leading clubs In thiB vicinity,
Detachment From Company B
having announced their determination Leave Koswell on Pecos Valley train
to enter the lists. The team will be on the morning of August 3. and pro
practically as that now playing, as the ceed to Amarillo, Texas. Leave Am
Bankers, with the addition of Will arlllo on F. W. & D. C. train on the
Lane, who is now here and who will evening or August 3. and proceed to
pitch In the game Sunday wifh Grand Fort Worth, Texas. Leave Fort Worth
via G. V. it S. F. roid on first train
Falls. Ei Paso News.
leaving Fort Wor..i, afttr arriving at
Speaking of freak base ball plays, that point, and proceed to Mllano,
ClarR Griffith tells the following, Texas; leave Milano on first train,
which ne swears took place while he vte I. & G. N. road on first train leavwas. playing in the coast league. Se- ing that point arter arrival, ano proto Austin, Texas.
attle had an outfielder whose arm ceed
Troop A Leave
Vegas on. spewas as dead as Att n B. marker's
boptg for the presidency; he couldn't cial train, leaving tnat point about 2
even lob the ball to the infield. In a o'clock p. m., August 3.
Companies A and D Will leave Alclose game one afternoon between Seattle and Butte, Mont., on the tetter's buquerque on special train leaving
grounds. Butte's heaviest hitter drove that point about 8 o'clock a. m., AuThe detachment from Coma long foul in the direction of the gust 3
fielder with the dead arm. The fielder pany F will leave Umy on special
accented the chance and went after train leaving that point about Jl
the foul. The foul line was lined wltn ' o'clock a. m., August 3
Such extra officers as are ordered
vehicles, and near the sp t where the
man with the dead arm finally caught to accompany the batallion will leave
the ball w 3 s a Kara of young bron- home stations at. the same time and
cos hitched to a bucklioard, who, be- uiKin fame trains as the organizations
coming frightened, started running from their home stations:
Organisations in camp at Austin will
away. In the meantime, a Butte man
on third, as soon as the man with the be Instructed at t;iai point at what
dead arm caught
the ball, started time and upon what trains to leave
trotting for the home bag. knowing tnere ror the return trip, the evening
well the fielder couldn't throw hlmot August 11 or the morning of Au- out, owing t
his dead arm. But gust 12.
Company commanders wiil see that
something out. of the ordinary hap-- '
'.(ned. me fielder, in catching the o'l equlpate which Is lo accompany
is taken upon the
ball, collided with the runaway teani 'nelr commands
ThV ' in"' 'rains leaving home
as
and M, Ir'o the tmcKlsiard.
team ran across ihe diamond and the'tllt'ir companies.
P command
the governor.
Huttp runner dodged out of thlr way.
A. P. TAKKINGTON'.
The dead arm fielder leaped out of
Adjutant General.
iaggel the runner, aid
he wagon.
made a double play.
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Colo. Phone Blk 93

Auto. Phone 292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges."?
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges, kb

BORRAOAILE & CO,,

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
,
if she tella you to order

Pak

r are n

ruing to Helen
on Sunday. Tli-- y had a n:ee;ing the
other n'.gfit 'bat resulted in a fight,
of the players,
a. id bv mrnai cuiir-en- t
disbanded. Tin y :iail a truuMe-nrakeamong ihnu arm by ilisiiHii'llusr was
one way " tt 'iiriL' rid of him.
nl dirt!a;)!za!i'.n,
oi gani.ai ion
iiiv in i h' fit-and now th. (Iroi
was
aain 1 he paint it h
called off. :fc)iitr to the trouble, tint
correspondence fcis been i" "il vi'U
Hmn team atain. with the
the cut-ofprospect.-- , that a game wiil If played
in the n ar fir ure.
i
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work

WbolaJ.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par216
South Second street, announces a change of program,
and new songs every week.
A whole show for a penny.
a
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
Co.
0

Sea th picnic baskets In the Mcindisplay
tosh Hardware company'
window.
o

Try a Citizen want advertisement.

Summer

Both Telephone.

THE BLUE FRONT
117

vailte Lily cigar. Vour wife will
Hh odor as well as you do.
It's
fragrant because it's made from ape.,
cially chosen tobacco, "ripe" enough
to rmoke freely and aaUaflnglT. F1t
cents Is all it costs to make one good
tr1a
Yon pet fifty for $2.
J
A

like

s.

..Casino Theater..

A.

Lyllian
Leigliton
Stock Co

Th. telephone ir.ke
dutiei lighter, th. crt(

YOU

i Gapt. Racket 0,

004K000000

RAILROAD

AVINUfc

I

le,

NEED

A

TELEPHONE

The telephone preserve, your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

0'0
0000'
The St. Elmo
-

FARCE-COMEDY-

-

the

and the worrie. fewer.

6

i

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

o

It is reported that fully a million 'Q
pounds of woo) is stored at Esuincla.
O
ht ow uerc are hold iik the wool w it h
,
SPARKLING
A
th- - expectation
higher
'ninij
ft oh a
SOMEprices. Thi j are said to he abtiliig WITH WIT AND HUMOR.
two oeiiia more than the prevailing THING TO MAKE ONE LAUGH.
nm ket giioiatloiis. Some buyers are
AMATEUR CONTEST ON FRIDAY
II the nonud, hut they are riot willNIGHT.
ing to pay more than thiprerket ' CASH P .tES AWARDED
THE
price.
A ft
,n
al:,iot coin urns
for
a! cur ' hr e m'kn th. weather is now
OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
reported us j. tried
and around
25 CENTS.

J.

113', WEST

TONIGH1

MUCH WOOL STORED
AT E5TANCIA

Wett Railroad Avanu

YOU WONT HAVE TO GO OUT IN
THE YARD TO SMOKE

Garden

Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowling alleys in connection: Everybody welcomed and accommodations

ooc-oo-

K

The Williams Drag Company

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

first-clas-

Agent. Albuquerque, N.

And Carefol Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at U7 West Railroad Avenue

s

Badaracco's

M

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

WEEK.

the stock of High Grade Flour purchased
from ciarkvllle Produce Co. at Less than cost,
to make room for our immense stock of Hay and Grain. You can make money by
purchasing a good supply of this Flour. Buy now, as stock is limited and won't
last long at the price.
E. W. FEE, 602-60- 4
Both Phones
South First St.
Will sell

M. BERGER,

lor,

,

of

EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it yon should tor-- '
ft the order), that you could sol
find It, for every first-clas- a
croon
handles EMPRESS. You Ttlll alwaya
find pood bread, good blaoudta, goo
Iftscry and most Important of all
you when yoa
."cod chetr to greet
come home Jot your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa H
all cthera.

i

.

117 Gold Avenue

&lK-ia11y-

Texas and Spring streets, one of
br most valuable corners In the 1
' .
city.
The Elks' opera house being 1
here by the local
4 constructed
lodge, is well under way, and
be completed by the open- iwlll
'lng of the theatrical season tne
4 coming fall.
A NEW SHOW EVERY

N. M.

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

4
4
4

j

The (irii.

Albuquerque,

CITY

iH Httuiurni

1

PILSENER BEER

one-fourt-

a

'

.,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

'

from

'

little money.

fice or the adjutant general a: Santa
SANTA
FE CENTRALS
COMING Ke s.iiKmnee a general rendezv us of
4
the militia of New Mexico in this city
Special to The Kvening Citizen.
DOWN
SUNDAY
EL PASO
IS on the first, days
of August, prepara4
Silver City, N. M., July 20
COMING TO THE FAIR A FREAK tory to proceeding to Austin, Texas,
room hotel.
4 The new forty-threAMONG FREAKS GROCERS RE- for the general annual encampment.
being built, by C. C. Whitehlll, is
These orders are as follows;,
ORGANIZE.
about completed. The structure
General Orders No. 18.
4 Is two sieries, 75x90 feet, and oc- Well, Santa Fe will be down Sunday,
The movement of organizations
cupies three lots at the corner of

viih the following line-up- :
George Parsons, first base; D. Anderson, second ha?; Pettus, catcher;
Will Parsons, short stop; Gxch, right
field; Milier, left field; Uipez. center
field; Dufmeyer, pitcher; Garcia, sub

i

Mlbert Faher

self-bind-

SILVER

tnan actual cost.

i.

g

General orders Issued from liie of

i

, ,

Come in and brl r measurements cf
your room. We will be able to fur...
nih you with a nice carpet .for very

well-to-d-

THINGS DOING IN

t

just enough to ccVt1
a tmaii bed room or sittino roem
Ingrain, Brueel and Aiminter-a- t.
Some of them

wheat Is raised by thousands of
acres, was unloaded at the local sta
tion yesterday by J. Korber & Co., the,
First street machinery dealers. The
outfit consisted of a huge traction en
gine and a separator, with a capacity.
of 2,000 bushels of wheat a day, and
cost .Maximo perea, who bought the)
outfit through
Korber & Co., Rome-thinover $2,300. delivered.
Mr. Perea Is now harvesting 2,000
acres of golden grain In his numerous
rarnis north cf the city, where the
thresher will be moved and shortly
started humming its song of Industry.
Years ago. when wheat was first raised in the Rio Grande valley, the flowing grain was cut with- - a cradle. Some
of the natives use! only a small hand
scythe, and the berries were taken
from the straw by methods even more
crude. Circles of high polea in which
the straw was plied and tne grain
tramped out by ponies, are yet to be
seen in -- me of the Indian villages,
and some of them are yet In service,
but the progress of civilization U fast
stamping out these cumbersome me:h-ods- .
The
has taken the
place o. the cradle and the steam
thresher Is succeeding the tramping
pens and the flail.
The flrRt binders and the first
thresher to come Into the Hi: G ande
valley were brought here bw '.ouls
Hunlng, now deceased, of lxs ' unas,
about ten years ago. The M ining
wheat ranch Is one of the large-?- In
Ihig 8ec!lon of the valley. But the
Hunlng thresher was a horse-powe- r
machine and Its capacity was only
about
of what the machine
purchased by Mr. Perea can do. There
is little use for the horse around the
new thresner purchased tiy Mr. Perea.
The engine must have water hauled to
It, and the grain, if not first stacked,
must be taken to and from the machine, but aside from ihese functions,
the lMKir equine can help no longer In
the harvesting of grain. No wonder Is
It that the horse lifts its head and
MILITIA TO RENDEZsnorts his disapproval, when the puffing traction engine passes along the
VOUS IN ALBUQUERQUE road drawing behind It the big red
separator, Its coal and water wagon,
any other vehicle that the mas
and
SPECIAL TRAIN WILL CARRY THE
may choose to hitch to It.
ter
GUARD FROM THE DUKE CITY
TO AUSTIN, TEXAS, FOR ENNEW H0Tr;L FOR
CAMPMENT.

av-o-

BSEBLL

NUPTIALS

G

FIVE.

I

JOSEPH
X

Prop'r.

BARNETT,

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies.Etc. 2

SAMPLE ANO
CLUB ROOMS

TO THE LADIES:
tr

I

Uo warm to wafch and lrcn. Send your
Hot weathir is
Shlit Wais'a and White Prefee-- to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver theu, to you It: a nice Ui they will not t
crushed or wrinkled.
ir t' finish.
Back of Poitorfice.
Call th Red Wjon.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 14&
s

Imperial Laundry Go.

A

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

country, and It is quite probable that he will he elected In recognition of his valuable services in
bringing It about that the study of
Irish history was Introduced into public and par chlul schools In 'MassaPittsburg. Pa., and Columchusetts.
bus. Ohio, delegates are working hard
to secure votes In favor of the selection of their respeclive cities as the
places for the next biennial convention of the order. This evening, the
grand banquet given liy the local
lodges to the visiting delegates, will
adtake place. Many Interesting
dresses ate n the program ror this
evtnlng.
out th

ROYAL DUKE

CELEBRATES
ACCESSION
Has Been on Throne of
Saxe Coburg Gotha
One Year.
1

LIVE NEWS WORTH READING

Imrj-Gotha-

:

LIVE STOCK
EXCHANGE IN SESSION

NATIONAL

The annual
Chicago. July 20.
meeting of the National Uve Stock
exchange, a r.itionai organization
with a lara;e membership, scaitered
United
tbroush every part of the
States, opened yesterday. The meet-in- s
which will continue for Three
days, will be held at the Transit
timise and th- - Ur.' " Stock Yards.
The attendance Is iirie nud thoroughly representative.
RUNNER WAS
GUEST OF HONOR

N'ARATHON

Cleveland, O., juiy ". The annual xMiiing and atlil t i: sanies of the
Catholic Mutual Benevolent ussocia-Uowhich took plate at Luna
park last afternoon, was of' particular interest, owing to the fact that
William Sherring, the famous Canadian runner, who won the historic
Marathon race at the recent Olympic
games In Athens, Greece, w as present as the guest of honor of the
'
organization.
n.

REFORMED CHURCHES

CITIZEN".

FRIDAY. JULY 23.
OFFICIAL

TALES FROM THE

SUMMER CAPITAL

National League.
At St. Muils
St. ImiIs
Brooklyn

Special Correspondence.
Oyster Pay. N. Y July !i0. president Roosevelt is showing more determination this seuson than ever before
to prevent his sons from feeling that
they are unlike any other children of
the town. The president and his wife
feel that If any public importance or
notoriety Is given the children it may
tend to have an undesirable effect up-- j
on them.
It has become an unwritten law in
the vllluge, except ot course, among
'strangers, to disregard the youngsters
when they romp through on their po
nies or nicycies. umi rm;i ions me given all photographers to desist from
making pictures of any member of the
Roosevelt family, except the president,
and this only at a distance and not on
Sunday when he Is bound to or from
church. Cameras are burred from the
president's grounds by secret service

R. H. E.
13 1
6 14 1

.3

tress of domestic economy.
SuperBatteries: Karger and Grady;
vising the preparation of the meals,
and Ritter.
managing every detail of the care
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
of the home on Sagamore Hill, watch- Cincinnati
2
2
3
ing the culture of the garden and Boston
4
8 2
keeping a constant eye upon the welBatteries: Wicker, Livingston and
fare of her family, she Is busy the Sfhlel: l.indaman and O'Neill.
MEETING OF GEORGIA
day through.
r. h. E.
At Chicago
BAR ASSOCIATION.
2
9 3
Friends of Mrs. Roosevelt tell ofi Chicago
Warm Springs. Ga.. July 20. The
5 8 1
New York
vismeeting
her
economy
of
While
the
days'
charity.
annual
and
three
Batteries: Rheulbuch auj Kling;
Itlng with friends her busy fingers are McGlnnlty
Ce. rgia Har association w hich opened
and Mowernuin.
yesterday, promiss to be of unusual
engaged darning stockings, patching
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
some
stitchfact
owing
garment
Uiy's
a
Wilr
dress,
to
the
of
Interest
that
6 3
Philadelphia
delug
plain
forming
Jerome,
some
linen
or
the
limn Travers
' 12 2
Pittsburg
Is
upon
sign
New
of
York
attorney
decorative fabric.
Batteries: Duggleby, Roy and Ooo-li- i:
Musket picnics are in great favor in
in attendance as the special guest of
Phllippl and Gibson.
are
family.
He
There
the president's
has
honor of the Bar association.
of
bevicinity
groves
half a dozen
in the
consented to deliver nn address
American League.
Sagamore Hill, which are well adaptfore the association and It Is lielleved
R. H. E.
purpose.
At New York
ed to the
Later in the seasthat he will discuss the principles of
.'.
on the family will camp out lor a few Cleveland
9 0
pure government and of pure politics
u
7
6
nights at one of these places, secret New York
Blount, of Macon, who was for years
Batteries: Joss and Bernis; Chese-br- o
service men being at hand to ward off
one of the judges of the supreme
intruders.
and McGuire.
court In the Phillplne islands but who men.
R. H. E.
Second Game
has since returned to Georgia, will
United
of
3
the
5 1
The executive office
The
Cleveland
deliver an address.
entire Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., the presiover
located
2
8 2
New York
program which has been arranged for dent's oldest son, will preside over a States government,
Batteries: Rhoades and Beinis;
the sessions is very interesting and Sunday school class In Christ church Moore's grocery store, and the headIncludes addresses on the federal con- again this season. All of the boys quarters of Secretary Loeb, has been Hogg, Clarkson and Kleinow.
R. H. E.
At Washington
trol of life Insurance and another ad- who compose the class urged him to given a fresh coat of paint. The gro
9 1
dress on certain important legal prob- return again and Rev. Washburn, the cer did the work before the president's Chicago
Cncle
Joe
4
shortly
4 10
after
arrival
and
Washington
lems In the Panama canal zone.
conWagamore
Hill to
rector, went to
"This
famous remark:
Batteries: Walsh and Sullivy:i;
vey the request. The president's son Cannon's
LIEUTENANTS APPOINTED
Patten and Heydon.
ed, though he may not assume country is a hell of a success."
FROM THE RANKS. consent
The big corn crop here 'this year
R. H. E.
Second game
Washington. D. C. July 20. The :the duty for a few weeks.
o 6 o
is accounted for by a new invention Chicago
prothirty soldiers who have bten
1
farmers. The Washington
3 10
clams In use by
The president has
visionally examined for apiointment for limcliHiin each day. stemmed
gathered from chickens have always eaten fully half
Batteries:
Altrock and Sullivan:
army
as second lieutenants in the
and the shore of the bay bordering bis es- the seed. The new device Is a forked Smith and Wakefield.
who have been pronounced qualified, tate. Clams are expensive this year, prong of steel w hich tits on the chickR. H. E.
At Detroit
will not be ordered to F rt Leaven- the supply being restricted by the ens' legs
to Detroit
they attempt
When
fi
7 t
Inworth for the usual preliminary
?.
1
2
scratch the fork slips down and sinks Boston
New York fish trust.
struction aud observation. They will
pinto the ground, acting as a brace and
Mttllins
Batteries:
and Warner;
unremain at their respective posts
No more thrifty
and industrious preventing the fowl from kicking Young and Armbrnster.
til aiiout September 1. when they will housewife has ever been the help- backward. The only trouble with the.
R. H. E.
At Phllaihdphla
be ordered up for final examination. meet of an American presid-enthan thing is the chickens are starving and St. Louis
4
7 2
This decision to have no preliminary Mrs. Roosevelt. She Is a clever mis- - lifir,,!,! ttxf ncrira li'jtu nlliftt ukvA'iirH Philadelphia
0 3 4
term of instruction has its disadvantBatteries: Howell and Rickey;
ages. It must necessarily lie a handiWaddell, Dygert and Sehreck.
cap to those who are conducting their BIDS FOP DIVERSION DAM
the return of Supervisor Knelpp. The
it
own studies, and to that extent
AT LAS CRUCES OCT. 1 former has been appointed as tne
OPEN
American Association.
shows the present Indifference to givfor Mr. Knelpp. Karl
R. M. Hall was in Ijis Crures and regular assi.-iaAt Kansas City Kansas
ing particular aid to the enlisted men
Washington.
a
C.,
of
W.
Woodard
game postponed on account of
who are after army commissions. Then said that the specifications for the forest Inspect r. was expected to ar-- :
,
too, this preliminary period of Instruc- $200.00!) Penasco rock diversion dam. rive in Santa Fe Wednesday night, but rain.
had been conpleted
At Milwaukee
tion enabled the army officers under with drawings, sent
was probably detained at I.as Vegas
Washington
1
to
been
to
and
had
Toledo
were
whom the soldier candidates
for
0
serving fori wo mrnths. to observe the be printed. These will be th"Had dyspepsia or Indigestion for Milwaukee
month years. No appetite, and wnat I did
At St. Paul
young men carefully and report upon distribution on the first of
and about the first of Octob r bids eat. distressed me terribly.
4
Burdock St. Paul
tneir pptcial qualifications.
will be opene dat this place.
0
Blood
Hitters cured me." J. H. Indianapolis
""
At Minneapolis No game on acWalker, Sunlmry, Ohio.
A Traa'c Finish.
FOREST
count of wet mounds.
A watchman's neglect permitted A ASSISTANT
RESERVE SUPERVISOR.
A New
York dispatch says Mrs
leak In the great North Sea dyke,
Forest Supervisor Leon L. Knelpp Leslie Carter has enjoyed single life
League.
which a child's finger could have stopAt Des Moines
Game postponed ou
ped, to become a ruinous break, de Is out of Santa Fe at piescnt n n a for upward of 15 years. Enjoyed sinvastating an eutlre province of Hol tour of inspection of the Jemez re-- j gle life? AVell, what else could yen account of wyf grounds.
r,
R. H. E.
serve, and Ik not expected to
expect ?
At Sioux City
land. In like manner Kenneth
! 12
1
The c uief of
Sioux City
of a.iceboro. Me., permitted a home until Saturday.
1
4 10
Old Chronic sores.
Lincoln
little cold to go unnoticed until a the forestry division has detailed two
As a dressing for old chronic sores
Batteries: Patterson
tragic finish was only averted by Dr. young men w ho recently passed the
an! Freeze;
to assist there Is nothing so good as ChamberJones and Zinran.
King's New Discovery.
He writes: civil service examination,
Three doctors gave me tip to die of him in his work. One will lr a perma- - lain's Salve. While It is not advisable
Only on a Sipping Trip.
lung inflammation, caused bv a ne nent assistant, while the oilier is sent to heal old sores entirely, they should
The be kept In good condition, for which
Harry Joiner went to Columbus to
glected cold; But Dr. King's New tj Santa Fe only teiupotarilv.
D. this salve is especially valuable.
For spend the Fourth which proves again
Discovery saved my life."
Guar- two young foresters are Arthur
anteed best cough and cold cure, at Read of Emporia, Kan., and A. B. sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve lias how far a bee will fly to sip the
ft"wer.
sweets from a favorite
Trial Reckuugie of Brooklyn. N. Y. They no superior. For sale by nil
nil druggists.
50c and
have arrived and are now awaiting
Puinesville. O., Telegraph.
bottle free.
famous-prosecutin-

F.dward.
ttothu, July :i-.'u- r!v
.
who asduke it Sa.e-C- '
sumed tlie reins at t nernmrnt a. ytar
ytsterday, on tvacnin iiie ngeof
the ttrst anni21 jears, celebrate.!
to the
versary oi his
military review
throne". 1 nere
i
id the morning, followed oy a levee,
at which the yw-i-f duge received the
congratulations o( his court, of delegations from var c :J .arts of the
duchy and or representatives of many
German and ofiwr principalities. Ijjst
celebrated
evening
the
the anniversary with a grand torch
light procession. A sate dinner was
also given.
the son of leo
The young duke
pold, diike of Albany . and a grandson
of the late Queen Victoria and the
prince consort, Priace Allert of
He succeeded to his
present title on the death of his uncle, Prince Alfred, duke of Edinl.urg,
July 30. 1SHK). Tfce young duke reinceives $75.0i.ii a yeir out of the become of the Gotha domain, $J5.0(0
ing paid Into th public exchequer,
the rest Is divide! between the duke
reand the state. The duke further revof
excess
f
one-halhe
of
ceives
enue over expenditure from trie
domains, about $25,500. A bent
300.000 persona live in the duchy.
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The sevenPenmar. Pa., July
teenth annual reunion of the Reformed churches of Pennsylvania, Mary-lau.

d,

Virginia, West Virginia and the
District of Columbia, U beins held
here today. The attendance is unusually large. At the meeting this
Kunkel of
afternoon Judse Ge.rg-Harrisburg and Dr. J. T. Hacker of
Roanoke, Va , delivered a bin .ses.
The Mercersluirg Academy Glee club
and a chorus from the Woman's college, Frederick City, Mi., wt'.l furnish
the music of the dav.

yw"
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TO LEAVE ALBUQUERQUE
THREE MORE COMPANIES ORGANIZE AND FILE INCORPORATION
PAPERS.
MORNING OF AUGUST 3 FOR AUSTIN, TEXAS, IN SPECIAL TRAIN
The following articles of incorporaMORE RECRUITS ARE NEEDED
tion have been filed In the office of
J. W. Rnynolds, secretary of the terCaptain B. Ruppe, of Company
.
ritory:
National guard, is in receipt of a" letThe Michigan and New Mexico Min- ter from Adjutant
Ceneral Tarklngron
ing company, with principal place of stating
that Companies O and E will
business at Carrlzozo, Lincoln county. leave Albuquerque
New Mexico. The object cf the com- Texas, encampment for the Austin.
at 8:30 o'clock on
pany In the developing and operation the morning
of August 3.
of petroleum and natural gas wells, In
There are several vacancies in comaddition to a general mining litisiness. pany G, especially
in the culinary deTotal authorized capital stock, $1,000.-00f- partment, where two
cooks are wantdivided Into shares of $1 each, of ed' for the encampment,
they to re
which $500,000 is subscrioed. The
expenses
all
celve
and corporal's pay.
names of the incorporators and their Anyone desiring
to
enlist can gain full
Pstofflce addresses are: William A. Information by applying
to the capMclvfrs. Carrizozo, N. M.; Irving New- tain
company
ton. Chicago. III.; Henry L. Milden, In of the building. or at the armory
the Elks'
Ishpeming. Mich.; Charles W. Jarvis;
Ishpemlng, Mich., and Joseph Mitchell.
Beason, Mien.
INTERESTING EVENTS
The Western Slope Live Stock company, principal office at Aztec, San
IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Juan county. New Mexico. The term
of existence of this company Is fifty
The chief events which occurred on
years,
the total authorized capitalization is 100.noo shares, being at the yesterday, today and tomorrow, in the
par value of $1 eacn. The ocmpany past history cf this country, are:
July 19
will commence business with $2,000.
The object Is to raise, buy and sell 1779 Americans fortify West Point.
horses, sheep, cattle, m it tew. goats, 1810 The Kiirgr of Prussia, by decree,
forbids American vessels enter
hogs and other live stock; also to
ing his ports.
grow grain, hay. peas, beans, and
1845 Six million dollar fire in New
other feed and forage crops. The
York.
and their addresses are: S
W. Golf Black, Aztec; Jchn H. Bane, 1861 First overland coach from Cali
fornia arrives in Kansas City,
Aztec; nenry T. Henry, vztec.
having made the trip in sevenThe Pecos Valley Immigration comteen daya.
pany.
This company will buy and
sell land for colonizlug 'purposes, and 1864 President Lincoln call for 500,-00volunteers.
the piiuclpI office will be located at
Carlsbad. Eddy county, New Mexico. 1865 The government refuses to recognize Maximilian as Emperor
The capital Is placed at $30,000, but
of Mexico.
ihe company will begin at $10,000. The
July 20.
Incorporators aie Charles' H. Mcltan-then- .
Carlsbad. N. M.; Francis O. 1628 The ballot used for the first
time in America, in the election
Tracy. Carlsbad. N. M.; William R.
of John Wilson as pastor and
Allison, Carlsbad. N. M.
teacher at Salem.
1783
Russia recognizes the independNotary Public Appointed.
ence of the United States.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-tuau- : 1852 Obsequies of Henry Clay
with much pomp; business suspended in many cities.
Henry A. Canter. East Las Vegas,
July 21
San Miguel county: James H. Hill,
Albuquerque. Bernalillo county; John 1587 Raleigh's second expedition of
117 men and women, arrives at
H. Teltltbaum, Tecolote. San Miguel
Roanoke, but finding no colony,
county.
it returns to England.
The manager of one of the Boston 1861 First battle of Bull Run; Fedarmy
eral
ball teams lias gone to the seashore.
becomes
Strange man. to go where there are
and retreats to Wash,
ington.
even more lobsters.
t.
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Is said of "green beer"

not of Schlitz.

Schlitz beer is aged in glass enameled
tanks for months before it is marketed.

;

i

I'

Lumber,

steel

El Paso & Southwestern System

mentation is finished long before you get it.

Between the Great Southwest and Kansaa City, St. Louis. Chicago,
and all points North and Eaat by the

That

is an

But the chief

virtue.

apparent

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefor, the best. The only way with two th rou jr
trains dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, obsrvatin j4n
ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any tlm
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

distinction of Schlitz is its purity a virtue that you

can't see.

Yet the

cost1

of that purity exceeds

For full particular see

all other costs
Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

9

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed uPon, see tluit tfte cork or crown is branded

O'Brien,
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i Santa Fe Central Railvav System

eer

9

That Made Milwaukee Fa mous.
PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

139

03

255.

CONSOLIDATED

LIQUOR

CO.,

109-1'-

SOUTH

Pui. Ajent.

of our

U

iietines--

John F
Farrell. Gr.ir.d

R. STILL.
Gea.

FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO.

f.
U

2

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship ticket to all part
Faut
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M with tbe El Paso A Southwestern,
and Chicago. Bock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy anl Sa:a
Fe. N. M., with the Atchison. Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Ssut
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
'!
Special attention given to handling of
'all-waPm-U' Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island
via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. JRJMSK A W
ad Gen. ifr.
Pres. an l Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pre
FRANK D1BFRT, Asst. Secy, aal Trei
A. I.. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNC.
Travelicg Frt. and Par-- a at.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. W.
GENERAL OFFICES

pienei

Richmond,

J. T

Director.--

V.

EL PASO. TEXAS.

brewing.

Cod.

y. But le. ' Mont

agent, or addreaa

General Agent.

t

Treasurer

&ny

CARNETT KING

James Sullivan.
i.iladtliibia.
Secretary James p. Carni!'., Col.im1'ie-id'n-

Albtfqoerqwe, New Mexico

Communication Made Easy

Fer-

i

York.
Vice

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

20.

HIBERNIANS MEET AND
WILL ELECT OFFICERS
Saratoga Springs. N. Y., Julv 20
The biennial national convention cf
.lie Ancient Order of Hibernians is
rawing to a close. Today will be
principally devoted to the transaction
of business. It Is expected that the
election of officers will take place this
afiernoon. and perhaps the time and
igre of the next biennial convention
v. ill be decided.
The present natioual
fhcers are:
President James K. Do'.au. New

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

COUNCIL

The municipal
Vouncll room In the town of Hagen, in
"Westphalia,
was the scene of an
amusing occurrence a few days ago.
Wilde, in an enthusiastic speech, proposed that three
new streets should be named after
the celebrated physicians, Dr. Koch,
Dr. Behrlng and Dr. Roentgen, in rea
ognition of their brilliant services in
the cause of suffering humanity.
A storm of applause greeted the
proposal, but an ominous silence fell
upon the meeting
Councillor
Buschhaus arose and pointed out that
the three streets in question led to
the cemetery, and that for this reason
the eminent scientists named might
not feel unqualified gratification at
the honor it was proposed to confer
upon them. It is hardly surprising to
rad that after this the matter was
(iropjied by unanimous consent.

n

fcpsnsjB

UNFORTUNATE SUGGESTION
IN MUNICIPAL

d

1LX 'H
THE

more.

Hamburg, July

MILITIA COMPANIES

o' o

MARYLAND BANKERS
HOLDING CONVENTION.
Ocean City, Mr., July 2i. The Mary-

land Banking association U holding its
annual convention here. The session
was
opened yesterday, and will
cotinue for three days. The attendance Is unusually large, and Includes
many prominent 'bankers and financial men from other states. An interesting program has been prepared,
which includes an address ou "Financial Education," by Prof. George B.
Allen cf New York university; an address on "Greater Baltimore," by J.
V. L Findlay of Baltimore; one on
"Uniform Bills of Lading," 'by William
Ing'.e. cashier of the Merchants' national bank of Baltimore, and an address on "The Torrence Land System," by It. Howeli Grlswold of Balti-
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A REUNION
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MATTERS
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF
0

YOU WANT THE NEWS

0

II
.

ALBUQUEKQUE

20, 1906.

JULY

FRIDAY,

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PACE SEVEN.

f;init;i;ir with the wovhinco of the io;til.
in El Pnso Tuesday, with hfttj
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inspertliiK tour of thf
pKiiurtics in Arizona
aiHl .Mexico, a n lefi for Onlfoniiti on
the CoVien Si.tif Limited th same
father, after

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

tn

n

"By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them"

e

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

,l.ty.

fjTiiir.er months is
'
a i; ?r,l n fr ti :t.kh i'ne tliHt
th!np, anil
if-rirtally
much Up,
require
not
dots
either. .Ml '.ne'e, ami outer
iire lound In the
-

BALDWIN

Am lvi cnrlond of peons, direct;
jfi'oi'.i M'Aieo, ranic In from the soslh
itlrs nun nine and piised up tlie roinl
for the .m et ions on the Kansiis divi

DRY AIR

ami

advHmas--

!"

11?

shmv y u its

.

K. butcher, pen oral superintend-en- t
of transportation of the Mexican

The FURNITURE MAN
Both 'phones.

Col avenue.

nd

uf the desert. It will pay the company to turn the river, even though It
.cost twenty times wiiat the estimates
have made I;.
It Is estimated that the soil ibus
deposited has covered an area comprising 40o,0'Mi acres with ten feet
thickness of new and rich soil. This
has been spread over lands that be-- i
fore were worthless because of their
'
alkaline nature.
It Is believed that this will have
burled the alkali to a depth which will
forever put It beyond harm and that
MEANS Just so much rich arable land will have
been added to the valley.

RAILROAD
TOPICS
C0
WHAT SANTA FE

CUT OFF

'

EXPENDITURE OF MILLIONS OF BIG DAMAGES FOR
HUMILIATION.
DOLLARS 'WILL SAVE
LESS
Total damages in the sum of $20.- THAN SEVEN MILES DISTANCE
BUT CUTS BIG GRADES
MEANS 470 Is asked of the Texas & Pacific
railway In a suit filed In the United
NEW MAIN LINE.
States court, at El Paso, on removal
When the new Belen cutoff is com- f rom the district court of Ector counpleted by the Santa Fe at the end of ty, Texas.
The suit removed on motion of the
the present year a new main line will
be bad. The Santa Fe propeses to railway company, brought by A. V.
abandon Its present line from Flor- Wight, who declares that his wife
ence, Kan. to Albuquerque byway of was injured In a wreck on the road
lva Junta, to save the climb over the February 10. last, a mile and a half
Raton Range. This road will be used west of Odessa, while on her way from
principally for freight trains.
All Pecos to Odessa. It Is set forth that
through passenger trains will be mov- .the car In which she was riding was
ed south from Newton through Wich- derailed and thrown down an emita, Mulvane, and Welington to Texi- bankment, causing her serious inju-- !
co on the Pecos Valley line. At Texi-c- o rles. In addition to physical Injury,
the cutoff that Is now being buiM mental pain and humiliation is set
will be used as a connection with the forth, declaration being made that in
present main line.
the wreck her clothing was torn, soll-- j
The Emporia cutoff, which has been ed with mud and made bloody from
double tracked recently and Is now her wounds, causing her great humilibeing ballasted, will officially become ation as there were many persons,
the main line between Holiday, thir- Iboth male and female, present.
The list of damages claimed In adteen miles west of Kansas Cltv. and
Emporia. Kas. The length of the pres- dition to medical attention and similent main line to Emporia Is 124 miles, ar Items. Include a claim of $150 to
while by the cutoff It will be 1U9.9 cover the value of the clothing worn
by Mrs. Wight, and said to have been
miles.
destroyed in the wreck.
The mileate of the old and
ig as follows:
Agent
K. Edwards if tb-Santa
Present main line.
.Miles.
uces, is wearing his right
Kansas City to Emporia
M9.9 Fe a: Ias
arm
in a sling, resulting from strainEmporia to Kinsley
173.3
,rS6.3 ing a ligament while lifting a heavy
Kinsley. to Albuquerque
Albuquerque to Rio Puerco. . . 34.0 trunk:
According to latest advices work is
905.5
Total
pushed on the Orient road in
New Main line.
Miles. being
Mexico, and the connection between
Kansas City to Emporia
109.9
Emporia to Florence
29.0 the southern and northern divisions
Florence to Wichita to Texlco. . 490.0 will be made far sooner than antlci-- i
Texico to Rio Puerco
269.3 pated.
The railroads have completed ar-- I
Total
898.8 rangements whereby visitors to the
The Santa Fe is spending millions tirand Army of the Republic convenof dollars to save this six and seven-Tent- h tion In Minneapolis August 13 to 18
miles. An army of men is work- will be glfen stop-ovprivileges for
ing day and night to complete the ten days in Chicago on the return trip.
Texico,
N.
cutoff between
M.. and Rio
The work of construct Ing a union
Puerco, thirty miles west of Albudepot for the St. lxuls & San Franquerque, N. M.
It Is asked why this vast expendi- cisco and Pacific railways at Oklature of money If the distance saved homa City will be commenced January
Is only 6.7 miles
As a matter of fact 1. The new station will be equipped
the Santa Fe is really spending the with train sheds and will cost $300,-00money for the purpose of avoiding a
half mile between Albuquerque, N. M.,
Walter Douglas, son of President
and 1. Junta. Colo. The other six and
of t he Kl Paso &
h
miles saved is not material. James Douglas,
It Is the 2,000 feet difference In alti- Southwestern, has been made second
tude between the Raton mountain, the vice president of the road, the office
highest point on the present line, and being a new creation. His headquathe Abo pass, the highest point on the rters will be at Bisliee. Ariz. He has
been the managing director of the
present cutoff that is really material. company
for several years with head-- j
Raton mountain is 7,tt8 feet high.
Jt takes a four per cent, grade. 283 quarters at Bisliee and is thoroughly
feet to the mile, to get over it. Three
or four of the largest engines in the
world are required to get a single
train up that hill, (ilorieta mountain
and CURE
LUNC8
is almost as bad, with 7,421 feet of
altitude. The cost of getting trains
WITH
over this mountain range runs Into
big money; in fact, so much niciey
that the epensive plan of changing the
line and building the Belen cutofT is
regarded everywhere in railroad circles as worth while. The elimination
ONSUMPTION
Pries
of the climl) over these mountains
60c ft $100
0UGH8a4
means a saving of ten hours In the
OLDS
Free Trial.
movement of passenger trains.
Barest and UuicJtest Cure for all
With the completion of the cutofT
THROAT and LUNO TB0TJB-L- S,
line the Santa Ke will have, with no
or MONET BACK.
great difference In the grade, the shortest line between Chicago and l.os
Angeles hy nineteen miles; between
Chicago and San Francisco by IKS
miles, and between Kansas City and
San Francisco by 129 miles.
The Santa Fe has also decided to
build a tunnel through the Raton
range at a much lower grade, and the
present tunnel through the mountains
will l.e abandoned.
'Phis route will
be used principally for freight t ruins.
j
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Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gfntral Building Supplies

tAFE

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

xxxxxxxxxx
STEAM

CARPET

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

CLEAN KG

CAr

TMOItNTOM T
Cleans everything.

'Spring Wagon:
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

He is lie
Moving,
Man.
ie
and shipping;, unpacking hnd
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. Ttere Is no other

Furniture

Just Thornton. Both 'Phone.
737 South Walter Street.

XXXXXXXXXX4

yoa
what
want, we

ak

OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Wbips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Ca'n paid for Hides and
Pelts. 403 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

that you give
us a ouanc
to figure wlt
you.

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqcerqce

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Meats.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In

F. G. PRATT

&

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, KtXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Imbed en's Granite Flour.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

riO NEE

BAH CRY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Baling Bros.)
CAKES

A

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store Soutli
Third street.

Ton a

aoi

Avery, BostOD

Office, 321 Wert Cold

Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RANKSH

M

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.

I. Lucero

T,

IP to

mi

SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

rime

INSUttANCE.

I

s,

MAUGER

WOOL
a

SPECIALTY.

nue, where
solicit the patronage of
We desire patronage and we guarthe public. All work guaranteed
antee first class baking.
as I have bad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
am
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Grain and Fuel.
good.
to order. Give me a trial.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
O. BAMBINI.
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
The picnic baskets for sale at the
this line- with us.
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
A Citizen Classified ad is a good
investment.
tre inoispensale for outing parties
213 215 217 NORTH THIRD STREET.

MILL

PLANING

wltb Mauge'r

Distillers.,
FRANKFORT, KT.

Sole Agents.

ALBUQUERQUE

Best on

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Albuquerque,

SCREEN TIME
hers. Door and Window
screens made to order,

la

W. E.

Groceries.
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

MELINI & EAKIN

COCXXXXXXX3COCOC)CXXX3COCO

COCOCOCCOCOXXDCKXXXXXDCOC

Staple and Fancy
Hillsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

Bend.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Steam Sausage Factory.

THE CELEBRATED

quality
price Is

If

and

Ttios. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

WEDDING

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Raliraa4
avenue.

DRAGOIE

M.
Superintendents
Fatrrlew
Plot Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201 211 N.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Cigars and Tobacco,

Groceries,

Second EL, Both Pnonsa.

M

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

300 North Broadway,

ington

corner of

art me, AJbuquerque,

of The Atchison. Topelta

Cut-o- ff

S

Santa Fe Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe ey stem leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San 'Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

i:?e :5i42 ftet. !sld out w tb r:od
tic!ren tttl restdeii 'e
nrt
ilrtets. witb iite 10 feet wide, w'tn beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade lrei. puKts cool on. eoei
of l.fCu HJ.s MtaL'f
iiiKK: tfcurcte. Cob rj ere: a! c;j:: t
Uriren
eabi!hu.entg In Ne Mexico: tie Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 168 tarrels dallj; large winery; ta:
o)s
Jim, t af.
.rjiU. nr. Eeleo t:- !.rp: n ig jc'tt fcr
et?nst4
lani nd ti !o Our! Nw Mexico. It importance a a great commercial railroad city Intne ntar future caitot
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GOOD
TABLE BOARD, U A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

My merchant tailoring shop is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avefirst-clas-

Machine Works

P. HALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Casting; Ore. Coal and Lumber Can;
afUan
Pulleys, Grade Bam, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa IToaU r
Building..
mopmlrm mn Minium mnd mill KHmehlnory
Foundry east tide o railroad track.
Albiqaeraaa, m U.

FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CI1TY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Coppei Avenue.

ELITE

and

TRAINS OF THE

jmtt

C

ROUTf W.LL

graded, tmsny rf rfceii)
tv rnltivstion
e.c
k.to s t.i'.i.in tooCtrt boiel
liLj-rove-

t:c

,

:

GO

to tend

or

OVtR THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WtftT NORTH AND IOUTH,
gr--

l

We reed a

Bri-c!-

tsiry.

tailor stop,

tat

tooM

Jeweler.

lnmV!ig

so. siAafr;

l

Second,

'

MP.

SALE",

SIMON

Ot l.PSO

Jg

"-n-

''ih

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

OF

is SI miles eouth of Albuquerque, N. M.,

!

.

!:!.

w

Albuquerque Carriage Co f

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Fecific

''

ibrrfi

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY,

material or workman- chip will be made good
without expense to the ,
owner, Inespectlve ofi

TV (a
tnio r.f
fully protects you as to quality. A to prices, you can't beat oura on
the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equippeA wHb
all nrcepsary appliances for doing ihe highest grade or repairing
on.
'
bolstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, wriu or call.
i

Anto. Phone 730

"Do you thlpk Vamper's new song
MERCHANTJAILORING
will be popular?"
UPSTAIRS,
OVER NO. 209 WEST
ought
"It
to be. The two he stole!
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMIt from were great hits."
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

MILLIONS

Wi

over

1

part falling fcjM
ot defect!?

Any
nieians

ooooooooo
Albuquerque Foundry

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

,

IS

WORTH

tit

. .

.

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.

,

pS5l

CORNER

t

t.

.

14".

.

.

'

Located on the Belen

d

i

!'.

. .
.

.Accident; Pumper, Gallup.
Heath: Ijtborrr, Santa Rita,
Pleurisy ; Mine Supt., Santa Rita,
. Accident ;
Engineer. Albuquerque.
J8. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
7
.Typhoid;
Machinist, Albuquerque,
.'id. .Typhoid : Car repairer, Barelas.
1". .Death ; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.

Ml tut.
MlO 00
fid. mi.
::t). "it.

The o;ie of the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern
railroad between TexRoom No. 1, X. T. Armljo Building.
lco and Amarilki. Is being straightened and grades reduced by Wo"d.
Bancroft & Doty, w ho did most of the
earth work on the Hondo reservoir at
Saved His Comrade' Life.
Roswen. i wo miles of the road, at
returning from the Crand
"While
Bovlna, seven miles at Trio and two Army encampment
at Washington
at Canyon City have been changed.
citv. a comrade from Elgin. 111., was
The El Paso News says: K. 1). taken with cholera morbus and was m
Thompson, night collector of the news a critical condition,' says Mr. J. E.
stand at the union station, has Just Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. 'T gave
Colic, Cholera
come to this city from Chicago as the hln ChBiiihoerlain'i
and I believe
result of the automobile elopement and Diarrhoea Ren-edpreceding his wedding and the de- It saved his life. I have be"n enclaration of the father of the bride. gaged for ten years In Immigration
Miss Elizabeth Bauers, that the cou- work and ttave conducted many parple must demonstrate their ability to ties to the south and west. I always
carry this remedy and have used It
support themselves for six months.
many occasions."
successfully
on
There was a head en'd freight col- Sold by ail druggists.
lision at Shoemaker early Wednesday
son
"Didn't I see your
ifternoon, says the Optic, but no one
Is reported injured.
Several freight running your automobile the other
cars were badly smashed. It has not
"Not much. That was an
yet been learned what was the cause
I had borrowed."
of the accident. The wreck train and
crew were ordered out Immediately
Twenty Year Battle.
and left the city at 2 o'clock. Trains
"I was a loser In a twenty year batNo. 1 and No. 2 were held by the
tle with chronic piles and malignant
blockade of the tracks.
sores, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica
Salve; which turned the tide, by curREAPING BENEFIT.
ing both, till not a trace remains,"
From the Experience of Albuquerque writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmville, Va.
Best for old Ulcers, Cuts. Burns nd
People.
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
We are fortunate indeed to be able
o
to profit by the experience of our
"I understand there was some trouneighbors. The public utterances of ble at Casey's wedding lust night."
Albuquerque residents on the follow"There was not. Casey and a daing subject will interest and benefit go had a fight and Casey beat him up
thousands of our readers. Read this a bit. That was all "
statement.
'Tis emphatic and con-- 1
"Suppose he'd beaten up Casey."
vlncing. No better proof can be had., "Then there'd have been trouble."
C. G. I.ott. for ten years station
master In Albuquerque, now retired Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
from active cares of life, residence;
Conviction.
315 North Arno street, says:
'I had!
When Maxim, the famous gun Inattacks of backache stretching over
a period of three years. One of them ventor, placed nis gun before a comoccurred shortly before Doan's . Kid-- ' mittee of Judges, he stated Us carryney Pills came to my notice and I ing power to be much below what he
went t.i a drug store for a box. I felt sure (he gun would accomplish.
knew the cause of my trouble anise, The result of the trial therefore was
from imperfect action of the kidneys a great surprise. Instead of disapbecause of the behavior of the kidney pointment. It is the same with the
secretions and their condition fully manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic
proved it. but what to do to check Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
the trouble was a mystery. Doan's do not publicly boast of all this remKidney Tills effectively stopped the' edy will accomplish, but prefer to let
dlcffiulty.
If every one in Albuquer- - the users make the statements. What
que receives the great benefit I did they do claim Is that it will positively
from that remedy, kidney complaint,: cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
backache and trouble with the kidney stomach and bowels, and 'has never
secretions will cease
to exist in tbisi been known to fail. For sale by all
'
druggists.
vicinity."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
The picnic baskets for ale at the
cents Foster-Milbur- n
"Co., Buffalo. N.
Y.. sole agents for the United States. Mcintosh Hardware company's store
Remember the name Doan's and are Indispensable ofoi outing parties.
C3
take no other.
See the picnic baskets In the Mcln
tosh Hardware company's display
Somebody has found a deposit of window.
helium In Chicago. Or Is II hellium?
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
A Hard Lot
of trouble to contend with, spring ' The
Is prepared
to
unders'sned
from a torpid liver and blockaded
trips to and from the celebratbowels, unless you awaken them to! make
ined
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
their proper action with Dr. King's! formation
desired can be secured
New Life Pills; the pleasantest and;
George H. Moore. No. 113 West
from
most effective pill for Constiuatlon. Railroad
avenue.
They prevent appendicitis and tone up
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
the system. 25c atall druggists.

Never can tell when you'll mash a
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
scald. Be prepared. Dr.- Thomas
Electric Oil instantly relieves the pain
quickly cures tbe wound.
The New York court of appeals has
decided against Life's dramatic critic and held that managers may keep
him out of their thenters.
It's an III
wind that blows a dramatic critic no

f? L

4

N.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

ROOMS.

Tfaxeler will bf surprised to learn
tha: there is hu one Harvey dining
mt!i- ni.iii! i.i :li.where
Hi t , rtuitti-to eat w ith ut
Kii.
tht ;r c.,a;.-- . T:iis Nation is a: Need-is. wli.ie the climate is sin h that a
variation from he pt iii ral rule is permitted. At aM i.tiier daces the rule
'I'll.- - rule
is rigidly enforced
is not
H erely a riiioticiui,
bin serves
to
the big a standard and tone
of the service.

Ecutt-er- n

..

Guarantee

a

t

COATLESS MAN

NO

.

.

M. Riiiey
K. H. Uryaiit
A. W. l uiKlas
Jiob. R. Blandin

-I

Ccrner Second street

$.!.i'in ttti.. Total ilisabllily; Con. Knar.. lUlen.
. l.r.oo (XL.Tvath;
Knplneer. San Marolal.
!S ?j .. Accident ; Hiewer, Alliuquorque.
!0
.Typhoid; H. H. foreman, Ciallnp.

.

John Clark

A dispHleh
troni Chicago says the
equipment of the western railroads
has become so Inadequate to meet the
requirement of traffic that some of
jthe larte corporations have leen bor-- I
rowing on notes from Chicago banks
ditt inn ih past wet K in order to Increase tlielr facilities for handling the
mum rise tonnage.

J. D, EMMONS

n

Co,
1

C. W. WhiHiev
W. R. Fisher
Joe Schnili t
.1. K. Hardline
(enrpe KonlR

Cent t il, came t(
Kl
Pnso Tuesday
night In his private ear over the Central, and wilt spend the day Inspecting the equipment of the road. He
was accompanied hy Mrs. Tut her.

REFRIGERATORS.

rr.u

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

sions.
II.
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APPLY

uOHN BECKER,

OF LOTS ARE
AT ONCE FOP

If

AND
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
RMS ON EASY TAVWENT6:
MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU vVl&H TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

LCa

DEEDS

The BeSezv Town and improvement Company
President';
WM. M. BERGER,
--

mm-

srinV arw
--

.J.Aa'
iTiVfc

Pii

TZEFJP
h--a- .

&UAJmW

rrtt- -

--

TEjBS

V7"xrt

HJXJWr'

glsxs.

Secretary
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT.

favorably

LOCAL AND

CITIZEN.

EVENING

kn'

'his city, where

In

wn

teui h; r iu the
public scnools n nil was then the hand-sorr- 1
ard viiac'iiu Mis H.il'inaii.
very popular, admired and liked.
"Spot'1 Moore, the youngest son or
Mr und Mrs. George H Mo re, lef
last night for I'uelila. Mexico, where
his brother. Frank H. Moore. Is in
DAY AND WEATHER.
business. "Spot" had been offered a
Generally fair tonight and Saturday. lositlon. with an interest In the busi
ness, and after some
hesitation J
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
wneuier il( accept r reject, lie concluded to ncrept. and is now on his
At 4 o'clock this afternoon all In- way tr. n.s new home.
The Citi.t n
coming Santa Ko passenger trains has known "Spot" since lie wore knee
pants, and was a most wpular young
were reported on time.
boots, and this paper
ster In red-HMiss llertha. Huse lia rt turned from wishes him health and success in his
a pleasure trip to California.
new home.
Carlos Haca, the sheriff of Valencia
Darning slocl.lngs s disagreeable
county. Is In the chy today on busiwork most any time, but muoi more
ness.
You can
Dr. Edwin Clayton and family now so during the hot season.
occupy residence No. 4 IK West Gold' Navoid a uood deal oi this by buying
nr "Riai fat" hosierv. because it
avenue.
wears
so well. For men. women and
V.
Fields of the Holmes Supply children.
to
Pi le s range from
company, came in fr:m the west this .r(c. V. May's
314 West
snoe
store.
mom Inn.
Railroad avenue.
Miss Anna Turner, the teacher at
Isleta, was doing some shopping in
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
the city yesterday.
2uc
Mrs. Wary Moore lett last night for Pint Jar strained honey
2Sc
Eddyvllle, Iowa, where she will visit 8 cans of sardines
4jc
relatives and friends for about two 2 lbs. of fancy creamery butter
lpkg. of Force and 1 pkg. of Shredmonths.
-- c
ded Wheat Biscuit . . :
Pablo Abeyta, the Isleta Indian
i,c
. .'
per
can
Raspberries,
merchant and farmer, was here today 2
2oC
cans of plums
purchasing goods. He returned to
j)c
Corn starch per pkg
this afternoon.
l.C
2 lbs. of soda crackers
C. I. Thayer, a well known mine 2 cans of clams
25c
superintendent of the Golden district.
tftc
12c grade of oysters
Is in the city on business.
20c
He reports Post urn Cereal, per pkg
the district very quiet these summer Chllimac, per pkg.
5c
days.
,
THE MAZE,
William Gilpin, a Santa Ke engineer
Wm. K eke, Prop.
running out of Topeka. Joined his wife
here last night, and Inn are visiting
ARE YOU GOING TO THE MOUN
relatives and friends. Mrs. Gilpin
TAINS? IF YOU ARE. YOU WANT
arrived iu the city a few days ago.
WE KNOW ALL
A GOOD LUNCH.
Grover Strong, after a pleasant ABOUT
IT. COME AND SEE US.
visit to his sister, Mrs. C. S. White, WE WILL PUT YOU UP THE BEST
has returned fo Denver. Since
FOR THE LEAST MONEY,
LUNCH
departure fr"m this city, sev-cia- l AT THE GOOD LUCK STORE. J.
years ago, he has made Chicago W. ANDERSON & CO.. RAYNOLDS'
his 'home.
NEW BUtuDING.
Albert Soell, recently of Si. Uniis.
POSITIVE CURE FOR MANGE ON
has succeeded Mr. Wilson as assistant salesman to J. G. Sutherland, gen- HORSES OR DOCS PHENO CHLO-RO- .
SOUTH
E. W. FEE,
eral agent for tne Armour Packing
company. In New Mexico. Mr. Wilson FHRST STREET.
has taken the branch agency for the
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
company at Durango, Colo.
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
The team 'belonging ty AiiRelo VI
Houston. 205 West Railroad avenue, i
ran away late yesrfVrdsy after
noon on South First street, but before
FRUIT JARS. RUBBERS. JELLY
any daumge had been done, the ani GLASSES. AND EVERYTHING YOU
mals were stapped by a horseman. NEED FOR PUTTING UP FRUIT, AT
wno pursued them and brought them MALOY'S.
to a halt near Baldridge's lumber yard.
See the picnic baaketi In the McinW. A. Kramer, who is here attend tosh
diiplay
Hardware company'!
ing the Red Men s council from the window.
Gallup lodge, was a former resident of
Albuquerque, residing here in the
WATERMELONS.
early days, and for a time was on the
APRICOTS.
police force. Many old friends are
PEACHES.
giving him the glaa handshake today.
COOKING APPLES.
EATING APPLES.
The Optic says: Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
CRAB APPLES.
Zollars left the city Wednesday after
AT MALOY'S.
noon lor their old home at Canton. O.
o
after visiting a day In this city with PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds. They
now make their home in San Fran
All kinds of work done promptly
Contracts taken.
cisco but formerly resided In I.as and satisfactorily.
Vegas.
.
Leave orders at 714 West Tijeras ave
W. F. WARDWEbL
The Presbyterians were In evidence nue.
last night, and with their many
NEW
LOT
A
OF WATERMELONS
friends, held a very successful "show
er at the church manors. T'.'- - collec AT MALOY'S.
tion of cooking utensils, including a
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
big range, was the "shower," andthev
AT THE
ON DRAUGHT,
win ne used in tne future lv the Pres WHITE ELEPHANT.
byterians In preparing church dinners
etc.
The picnic oaikcta fcr tale at the
Tommy Hughes, who held down one Mcintosh Hardware company's store
of the linotype machines in this of are Indispensable for outinj parties.
fice, but resigned to join his wife In
TELEPHONE TO US AND WE
Pueblo, OMo., writes to this office that
he worked a few days at Pueblo, but WILL, ' SEND' A' MAN TO TAKE
AND
DELIVER
not liking the city, he has gone to YOUR ORDER
Colorado Springs, where he hopes to GOODS PROMPTLY. THE BEST OF
soon get permanent work. He says EVERYTHING AT THE GOOD LUCK
Pueblo ts truly "the Pittsburg of the STORE. J. W. ANDERSON & CO.
west, and the smoke and dirt is a
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER,
fright. '
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Dr. A. L. i.iahaffey. who
as taken
Give us your ROUGH DRY work
to the hospital recently to be operat
ed on for cancer of the stomach, has Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
ieen removed to the home of Mrs. E. Imperial Laundry Co.
C. Whltson, where he may be seen by
The picnic baskets for sale at the
his friends. After the surgeons who
stare
were called In had consulted, it was Mcintosh Hardware company's
decided that an operation would prove are indispensable for outing parties.
fatal. The cancer had reached a
TOMATOES.
stage where it couIJ not be removed
GREEN CORN.
live.
patient
the
and
GREEN UEANS.
WAX oEANS.
Joe E. Hellweg, who is at Dawson,
Colfax
county, superintending
the GREEN CHILE.
furnishing of a new hotel there for
NEW BEETS.
NEW TdRNIPS. ETC.
the Kl Paso furniture house which seRECEIVED DAILY AT MALOY'S.
cured the contract, writes that Dawson Is booming 'and the new. coal town
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
is growing rapidly.
He also states
Remember, Eureks U the only lim
that a number of people are talking sold
here that will not pop. crack or
about the territorial fair, and he believes Dawson will bo well represent- blister In the wall. See that it U
ed at the fair in September. Joe for- specified in vour contract.
HAHN 4. CO.
merly resided in this city.. but the past
few years has been making El Paso
FRUITS
AND VEGETAFRESH
his home.
BLES FOR TOMORROW. AT THE
The New Mexican of yesterday, GOOD LUCK STORE OF J. W. ANsays: Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Neustadt DERSON & CO. BOTH 'PHONES.
and 4 year-ols?n arrived at noon today from Albuquerque. Mrs. Neus- CHICKERING & SON'S PIAN0S.'
YES
tadt and son will leave tomorrow, via
the Santa Fe Central, for Corona, LinAlso
We
'em.
the Everett, Kimtell
coln county, for a visit with her ball,
and several other makes. We
brother, who conducts a mercantile
She Invite you to compare our prices wi:"n
establishment at that station.
just as good" pianos,
will be there a week or ten days. Mr. oflier
by other firms. The percentand Mrs. .xeuatadt are both well and handled
age will be to our credit.
line of
We don't handle the
talking machines and records on
earth, but we have th most sciect
Watch for the Peerless Electric piano.-.
Respectfully, youri fir bus:
ness THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Mrs.

Neusta-d- t

w.t

u

e

PERSONAL

THERE'S

FOOT-COMFO-

FOR YOU

RT

IN OUR STYLISH LOW SHOES. THEY ARE MADE TO FIT THE
FOOT CORRECTLY, AND GIVE THE WEAK THAT ALWAYS
SAT-ISFIE-

Si.7o BUYS A MEN S OR WOMEN'S OXFORD. MADE OF FINE
DONGOLA, WITH FLEXIBLE SOLES. A SPLENDID LOW SHOE
FOR EVERY DAY WEAR
CALF
$2.25 WILL GET YOU A FINE VICI KID OR VELOUR
FOR
EITHER
SOLES.
EXTENSION
OXFORD. WITH LIGHT OR

IN WEAR.

.

OUR PATENT KID AND PATENT COLT OXFORDS FOR MEN
AND WOMEN, RANGE FROM S2.50.TO V. THEY WILL DELIGHT
YOU IF YOU WANT SOMETHING EXTRA DRESSY.

Whea purcfmei at F. F. Trotter'i
grocery jrs. &ra cure to bring the
right fli7or to all dishes Into which
ttaj eater. This U because we always procure tha best manufactured.
We flai oat Irat what brands are
aal penality guarantee them.
--

Not. IIS art

120

South Second

street

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN' WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK. AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN iHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAl'. TRY US.

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynat- d

New Mexico's

Leading
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

Jewelers
SECOND

STREET.

GO.

HARDWARE

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING
M

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Ha

THE

EVERITT
'

Diamond

300 Pairs of Trousers Reduced

100

TS. SALE So tnat you
to $ 1 1! a pair.
New
lines
fomitig in next season (from :t9 us to close out
the lot we bought last spring.
All sizes and
Wnds hundreds of thni quoted at less than
,
the price of 'he
Tiie Green Tag Sale has
'
takt it effect.
FOR THE GREEN

cm save from

All

Pants worth up to
Pantt orth up to

$4 a pair,

gjj

Any Outing Suit, wort i $10 to $12
Any Outing Suit, worth $15, now
Any Outina Suit, worth $18, now

n0w...$2 g;j

$5.50 a pair, now.

Slaughtered

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE Making barbe equaled in Albuquerque. We
haven't sold nearly as many outing suits us e
should; we have a handsome line, too, but some
way, we must have bought too many. We are
o!ng to sell these suits at any old price going
to sell them go cheap that It will pay you tn buy
for two seasons ahead. Read this:

lo-h-

All

Suits

gains never to

s 1

All Pants worth up to 32.50, now

Outing

.$3 g;j

87 75
SIO 75
813 75

BUY YOUR CLOTHES THIS WEEK
You will never, never have a chance to buy them as cheap again
Sell Every Hat in the Store During the Green Tag Sale
That is the order from headquarters, and
it,' this order will surely be obeyed.
J. 3. STETSON. uOO HATS.
1M)

$3
Worth S4.5D

if low prices will do

Here is where prices talk.

TIGER HATS,

to 5.rt.

ALL OTHER HATS,

$1 rH)
Worth $.5i to $3.5n.

Worth $3.60.

s

4

No

in this sale. We need room and we need cash,
and we are quoting prices that will undoubtedly giVes us both.
half-heartedne-

ss

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The
for Style,
Store

Service and Saving

Fail Not to Attend Our New Clothing Store During Our

$100,000.00

3

Reduction Sale

HOF-BRA-

Fourth and Railroad Aveaoe

ALBUQUERQUE

Gro-ver'-

602-60-

-

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Throughout this sale this store has lead in making unmatched prices
on new summer goods. This week's bargains is further proof that we
reduce prices again and again to keep this reputation.

.

a

AND CONDIMENTS.

F. F. TROTTER-

THIS WONDERFUL
Third and Last Week OF
GREEN TAG SALE

L-

MEN OR WOMEN.
MEN'S AND
3.50 TAKES OUR FINEST GRADE OF
S3 TO
VICI
KID AND
CALF.
VELOUR
IN
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES,
AND
STYLES.
EXTRA
SNAPPY
GUi. METAL. THEY ARE

SAUCES

FRIDAY, JULY 20,

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clock., EUverware.
your trade and guaranty a SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We invite

BIG BARGAINS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

000

yChOOOOOOO

O00000000

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators;
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses. a
Winchester Rifles, Shot .Guns and Ammunition.
--

U3, U5, U7 Sooth First Street

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

"so-calle-

Uri

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Is Now in Progress

4

Sailor or Russian Bloused.

Former Price $1.50 to $1.75
SPECIAL PRICE $1 EACH
1

IB

4

i
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FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
'

50 WASH SUITS FOR BOYS
2i to 9 Years;

i

IVES. THE FLORIST.

tfU

i it

MciNTOSH HAROWARB COMPANY
Successors to

i

Maude!. 's .in
avenue, between First ar l
streets. Hours from S to 1J a
to 0 p. a.. Auto 'paotii?
Dr. Williams lias pr:i.'t;
in Las Ve is t

seventeen years

3 E. L. WASHBURN C0.IH3 R.R

E. J. POST & COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
f
o

Dr.B.AUVilliams
.DENTIST.
Office over

M

icooocooooo

See Display
in
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TiCKETS .BOUGHT.

S2L0

IW
Auoolalion Offie
TroscHont
Guaranttid

215 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

M

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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